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Tips when leasing a car for the first time
Leasing a vehicle makes
more sense than buying for
many drivers. Lease terms
typically last no more than
36 months, allowing drivers
to drive a different, newer
car every three years. In

addition, lease payments
tend to be less than monthly
TE]QIRXW[LIR½RERGMRKE
vehicle, which makes driving
a new car more affordable
for buyers without much
room in their monthly

budgets.
But leasing can confuse
or intimidate some drivers,
especially those who have
never leased before. Once
drivers decide that leasing
is their best option, there

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$
CALL 315-794-5498

are some strategies they
can employ to make leasing
work for them.
• Make a lower down
payment. Low monthly
payments make leases very
attractive to many drivers,
but the low payments highlighted in advertisements
can overshadow the often
WMKRM½GERXMRMXMEPHS[RTE]ments required when signing
a lease agreement. Those
down payments, which can
be several thousand dollars,
make the low monthly payments possible. But drivers
may want to make a lower
down payment and accept
higher monthly payments, as
doing so offers more of a
safety net should the car be
stolen or wrecked. When a
car is stolen or wrecked, lessees likely won’t get a refund
on their down payments. By
accepting a higher monthly
payment, drivers are protecting themselves against
theft or vehicle damage.
• Purchase gap insurance.
Gap insurance protects
lessees should their vehicles
be stolen or wrecked before

the leases expire. Insurance
company payouts may cover
the value of the car if it is
stolen or wrecked, but that
½KYVIQE]RSXIUYEP[LEX
lessees still owe per the
terms of the lease. In such
instances, drivers have to
come up with the difference
on their own, unless they
have gap insurance. Some
lease contracts include gap
insurance, while others do
RSX'SR½VQMJ]SYVGSRXVEGX
does before signing your
lease, and purchase gap
insurance coverage if it does
not.
• Prioritize maintenance.
While allowing a car to fall
into disrepair is never a
good idea, it’s an especially
poor decision if you are
leasing a vehicle. Normal
wear and tear may not
incur any fees when you
return the car once your
lease expires, but damage
or excessive wear and tear
could cost you once you
hand the keys back. Many
leasing companies will assess
the vehicle for lessees in the
months or weeks before the

vehicle is slated to return,
KMZMRKHVMZIVWXMQIXS½\ER]
issues before the lease expires. Take advantage of this
option and be sure to address each issue mentioned
in the inspection report.
Failing to do so could cost
you a substantial amount of
money.
• Don’t let your lease
overstay its welcome. Especially lengthy leasing agreements could negate any
savings drivers get through
leasing. Lease terms that
are 36 months or less are
QSWXFIRI½GMEPXSHVMZIVW
as new vehicles likely won’t
IRGSYRXIVER]WMKRM½GERX
maintenance issues during
that period, and any issues
that do arise will likely be
covered by the manufacturer’s warranty.
Leasing a vehicle is a great
option for many motorists,
and there are several ways
drivers can make leasing
IZIRQSVIFIRI½GMEPXS
their bottom lines. 

“

Like all great
travellers,
I have seen
more than I
remember,
& remember
more than I
have seen.
~Benjamin Disraeli
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How to handle car trouble while driving
-stay calm and carry on
9WI¾EVIWSVXVMERKPIWXSEPIVXSXLer drivers. So long as you are not risking
]SYV[IPPFIMRK]SYGERTPEGI¾EVIWERH
or warning triangles behind your vehicle
WSSRGSQMRKXVEJ½GORS[WXSHVMZIEVSYRH
MX8LITSTYPEVRSXJSVTVS½XQSXSVGPYF
%%%VIGSQQIRHWTPEGMRKXLI½VWX¾EVISV
triangle 10 feet directly behind the side of
the vehicle that is closest to the road. The
second should be placed between 30 and
60 feet (increase the distances as the posted
speed limit increases) behind the middle of
XLIFYQTIV[LMPIXLIXLMVH¾EVISVXVMERKPI

Sudden car trouble is something no driver
wants to experience, but many a driver has
been driving down the highway only to feel
his or her vehicle start to sputter. Such sputtering might indicate a car is running low on
fuel, or it could be a sign of something more
serious that requires motorists to think as
quickly and safely as possible.
When car trouble strikes while a vehicle is
SRXLIVSEHXLI½VWXXLMRKQER]HVMZIVWHS
is check their fuel gauges. A car that runs out
of gas is certainly inconvenient, but if you
can pull over to the shoulder or make it to
XLIRIEVIWX½PPMRKWXEXMSRXLIRXLMWYRJSVXYnate situation can be remedied rather easily.
But when a car’s tank is full and it is still
showing signs of trouble, drivers must take
steps to protect themselves, their passengers
and their vehicles. The following are a few
simple tips motorists should keep in mind so
they can safely handle any car trouble that
may arise while they are out on the road.

tion. Visit www.redcross.org for a list of items
to include in your automotive emergency kit.
Keep a blanket in the trunk as well so your
passengers can stay warm should you experience car trouble on a cold day or night.
• Make note of your surroundings. Some
GEVXVSYFPIWGERSRP]FI½\IHF]XLI
professionals, so pay careful attention to
your surroundings in case an issue arises
and forces you to pull over and call for help.
Always pay attention to mile markers and
any landmarks that might help you describe
where you are. Car troubles can strike at
any time and anywhere, so be sure to pay
special attention to your surroundings when
driving in unfamiliar areas.

• Pull over. Don’t panic if an issue arises
suddenly. Remain calm and pull over onto
the shoulder. The right shoulder is the area
/IITE½VWXEMHOMXWTEVIXMVIERHXMVINEGO for pulling over on most roads, but you
may also use the left shoulder on multilane
in the car at all times. Flat tires are no fun,
highways with medians. Try to get as far
but they are even more of a nuisance when
E[E]JVSQXVEJ½GEWTSWWMFPI[MXLSYXHVMZMRK
drivers are not prepared to address them.
%P[E]WOIITENEGOERHWTEVIXMVIMR]SYVGEV off of level ground, and always use your
signals when pulling onto the shoulder. If
even if the spare is a donut you can tempoVEVMP]YWIXSVITPEGIE¾EXXMVIYRXMP]SYQEOI the vehicle can’t make it to the median, put
]SYVIQIVKIRG]¾EWLIVWSRERHKIXSYXSJ
MXXSE½PPMRKWXEXMSRSVEYXSQSXMZIWYTTP]
the car, moving away from both the vehicle
store. As an added safety measure, keep a
ERHXVEJ½G-QQIHMEXIP]GEPPJSVIQIVKIRG]
JYPP]WXSGOIH½VWXEMHOMXMR]SYVZILMGPIMR
case you cut yourself while changing the tire roadside assistance, alerting the authorities
if need be.
or need to address another medical situa-

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.

Model 100R

1,195

$
$

315-736-5851

boulevardtrailers.com

2 Oriskany Boulevard, Whitesboro, NY 13492

should be placed between 120 and 360 feet
behind the vehicle’s right side.
• Stay with the vehicle. Once you have
GEPPIHJSVLIPTERHWIXYT¾EVIWSVXVMERKPIW
stay with the vehicle, though do so at a safe
enough distance so you are not in harm’s
way.
Sudden car troubles can be scary, but
drivers who approach such issues calmly and
quickly can reduce their risk for accident or
MRNYV]
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Enjoy a frugal fall road trip
Before beginning your trip, take your car in for a tuneup
WSER]MWWYIWXLEXQMKLXEJJIGXJYIPIJ½GMIRG]EVIEHHVIWWIH
FIJSVI]SYLMXXLISTIRVSEH4SSVP]MR¾EXIHXMVIWJSVGI
the engine to work harder and burn more fuel, so make
sure tire pressure matches the levels recommended in your
owner’s manual before embarking on your trip and even
along the way if you feel your car is not running as smoothly
as it could be. Another way to conserve fuel is to remove
excess items from the trunk. If you don’t plan to hit the links
on your trip, leave your golf clubs at home.

Drivers can make several adjustments to make their fall road trips more
affordable.
Road trips are a staple of autumn for many motorists. Fall
foliage and moderate temperatures make the months of
September and October ideal months to hit the open road
for weekend getaways.
Fall road trips rarely take drivers too far away from home,
but traveling can still be costly. Fortunately, there are many
[E]WXSQEOIVSEHXVMTWQSVIEJJSVHEFPI[MXLSYXWEGVM½GMRK
fun.
• Explore alternatives to more traditional lodging. If your
road trip includes an overnight stay, consider alternatives to
traditional lodging. Hotels might stretch your budget, but
depending on where you plan to go, you might have some
less traditional alternatives. Airbnb.com allows homeowners
and even some apartment dwellers to rent their homes and
apartments to travelers, and these listings may pale in comparison to rates offered by nearby hotels. If weather permits,
look for local campsites and spend your nights sleeping
outdoors under the autumn stars. If you prefer hotels, look
for deals on sites like Priceline.com or Hotwire.com, which
may offer heavy discounts on rooms.
• Take steps to conserve fuel. Lodging might prove your
biggest expense on a fall road trip, but fuel likely won’t be
too far behind. Drivers can cut fuel costs in several ways.

• Plot your route. Spontaneity may make fall road trips
more fun, but drivers looking to save money should plot
their routes in advance so they can avoid potentially costly
problems like detours or road work that can waste fuel and
PIEHXSLSYVWWMXXMRKMRXVEJ½G9WIE+47HIZMGIHYVMRK]SYV
trip so you can be alerted to any unexpected developments
that might cost you time and money. Plotting your route in
EHZERGIEPWSEPPS[W]SYXS½RHEJJSVHEFPIHMRMRKERHPSHKMRK
options and choose roads that don’t require drivers to pay
tolls.
• Invite some friends and family along. Inviting friends and
family on a weekend getaway can make the trip more fun
and more affordable. If you have room in the car, inviting
friends along allows you to split fuel costs, and you may even
WEZISRPSHKMRKMJ]SY½RHELSXIPXLEX[SR´XGLEVKIJSV
extra guests in the room. Friends and family also can help
split the cost of supplies.
• Bring your own food. Food is another big expense road
trippers must account for. But you can save money on food
by bringing your own meals along on the trip. Prepare some
sandwiches the morning that you leave and keep them fresh
in a cooler so you don’t have to pay for lunch. In addition,
pack some snacks so you and your passengers can quickly and affordably quell any hunger pangs that arise while
you’re on the road. If you plan to stay in a place with its own
kitchen, cook your own dinners so you don’t have to spend
money dining out.
Road trips are a staple of autumn, when drivers can still
enjoy the open road without breaking the bank.

Great times of year to buy a new car
munds.com, note that certain times
of the year may be best for cutting a
deal.

may offer customers cash rebates to
make room for the new inventory.
End of design cycle

End of year

New automobiles are one of the
biggest investments many consumers
will ever make. Buyers typically look
to get the best price on new vehicles,
and when buyers begin their search
JSVRI[ZILMGPIWGERMR¾YIRGINYWX
how great a deal they get.
Timing your new car purchase
correctly can save you hundreds
and sometimes thousands of dollars.
Automotive information experts, such
as JD Power and Associates and Ed-

One of the best and most consistent
times to get a great deal on a new
car is the end of the year. This is when
car dealerships are trying to move
the greatest number of vehicles to
increase unit sales and annual revenue
numbers. In addition, many dealers
have annual quotas and offer bonuses
to salespeople who meet certain anRYEPWEPIW½KYVIW-J]SYGER[EMXYRXMP
the end of December to make your
purchase, you very well may drive off
the lot with a great deal.

From time to time, auto manufacturers roll out a newly designed car
under the same name. The older body
type then becomes less desirable, and
that is when drivers can get bargains
on cars that may have become outdated seemingly overnight. If you’re
more interested in saving money than
setting trends, wait until the end of a
car’s design cycle to buy. You can save
even more if a particular model is
being phased out entirely.

End of the month
End of model year
New model year vehicles begin
to arrive at dealerships sometime
between the end of summer and
the beginning of autumn. That means
the current year models still on the
lot become a lot less desirable to
customers eagerly awaiting next
year’s vehicles. Dealerships are willing
to negotiate on the older models and

Similar to end of year deals, come
the end of the month, salespeople
and dealers are trying to sell as many
vehicles as possible in an effort to
qualify for bonuses from auto manufacturers. If you can’t wait until the
end of the year to buy, consider the
end of the month.
Save money on your next vehicle by
shopping at the right times. 
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The Fitness Mill, New York Mills
-Celebrating its 23rd Anniversary

No one said it better than Barbara Weimer in
her write up about The Fitness Mill’s
10-year anniversary...
“A walk up the steep, winding staircase that
PIEHWXS8LI*MXRIWW1MPP´WX[S¾SSVJEGMPMX]
on Main Street in New York Mills, leaves one
breathless, speechless and/or invigorated.
&VIEXLPIWWMWXLIGLSMGIJSVXLSWIMRHMZMHYEPW
MRRIIHSJXLIQER]TIVWSREPM^IH½XRIWW
TVSKVEQWXLI1MPPLEWXSSJJIV7TIIGLPIWWMW
VIWIVZIHJSVZMWMXSVWERHQIQFIVW[LSETTVIGMEXIXLIFYMPHMRK´WLMWXSVMGEPWMKRM½GERGI
ERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPMRXIKVMX]-RZMKSVEXIHMWYT
JSVKVEFW¯IMXLIV]SY´VIMRKVIEXWLETIERH
EVILIEHIHXSXLIZIV]TPEGIXLEXLIPTIH
]SYVIEGL]SYVLIEPXLERH½XRIWWKSEPWSV
]SY´VILIEZMP]TERXMRKERHTYHHPIWSJW[IEX
MRHMGEXI]SY´ZIEVVMZIHEXXLIVMKLXTPEGIMR
XLIRMGOSJXMQI²
-R3GXSFIV8LI*MXRIWW1MPPSTIRIH
MXWHSSVWSGGYT]MRKSRP]XLIWIGSRH¾SSVSJ
1MPP-XHMHR´XXEOIPSRKERHXLII\TERWMSR
FIKER8SHE]XLIWX¾SSVSJXLI¾SSV
JEGMPMX]GSRWMWXWSJEJYPP]IUYMTTIH
WUYEVIJSSX[IMKLXVSSQ[MXLTS[IVVEGOW
WQMXLQEGLMRIWHIEHPMJXTPEXJSVQE[MHI
ZEVMIX]SJFIRGLIWJXSJHYQFFIPPWERHE
JYPPEVVE]SJTMRERHTPEXIPSEHIHIUYMTQIRX
8LIQEMR¾SSVEPWSLSYWIW)PMXI4L]WMGEP
8LIVET]ERH7TSVXW8VEMRMRKS[RIHF]'LEH
'EVHMPPSXLIQIR´WERHPEH]´WPSGOIVVSSQW
XLI7TMRRMRKVSSQERH/MHW/EQT 8LI
*MXRIWW1MPP´WFEF]WMXXMRKWIVZMGIJSVGLMPHVIR
[LSEVI[EPOMRK¯YTXSEKI /MHW/EQT
LSYVWEVI1SR*VMEQERH1SR
8LYVWTQ'SWXMWSRP]JSVE
QMRWXE]4YRGLGEVHWEVIEPWSEZEMPEFPI
8LIWIGSRH¾SSVLSYWIWEWUYEVI
JIIXGEVHMSEVIE[MXLETTVS\MQEXIP]TMIGIWSJGEVHMSIUYMTQIRXEQMPIMRHSSV
[EPOMRKERHVYRRMRKXVEGOEFS\MRKEVIE
GMVGYMXWSJQEGLMRIWERHXLIEIVSFMGVSSQ
8LIKVSYT½XRIWWGPEWWIWWGLIHYPIH
[IIOP]EVIMRGPYHIHMR]SYVQIQFIVWLMT
;MXLGPEWWIWPMOI&SSX'EQT%XLPIXMG'MVGYMX
4MPEXIW>YQFE=SKE8YVFS/MGOERH4SYRH
XSNYWXREQIEJI[]SYEVIWYVIXS½RHE
JEZSVMXI%REHHMXMSREPWUYEVIJIIXSR

XLIWIGSRH¾SSVMWRS[½PPIH[MXL9XMGE
'SQFEX%XLPIXMGWS[RIHF]1EVG+MSVHERS
8LIFEPERGIFIX[IIRLIEPXLERH½XRIWWMW
WYGGIWWJYPP]EGLMIZIHSRERMRHMZMHYEPFEWMW
EGGSVHMRKXSEKIWI\ERHTIVGIRXSJFSH]
JEX;LMPIQER]GSRGIRXVEXISRXLIGEVHMS
ZEWGYPEVEWTIGXSJXVEMRMRKXLI]JEMPXSVIEPM^I
XLIFIRI½XWSJEGXYEP[IMKLXPMJXMRK1ER]EVI
EJVEMHXS±PMJX[IMKLXW²XLI]JIIPXLMWEGXMSR
[MPPGEYWIXLIQXS±FYPOYT²,S[IZIVPMJXMRK
[IMKLXWGERLIPTSRIKEMRPIERQYWGPIXLEX
MRXYVRMRGVIEWIWXLIFSH]´WEFMPMX]XSFYVR
GEPSVMIWEXVIWX;IMKLXPMJXMRKJSVWIRMSV
QIQFIVWEPWSEMHWMRMQTVSZMRKFSRI
HIRWMX]
3R3GXSFIVXLS[RIVERHJSYRHIV
%PPIR'EPSKIVS[MPPFIWXEVXMRKLMWVH
]IEVWIVZMRKXLILIEPXL[IPPRIWWERH½XRIWW
RIIHWSJXLI1SLE[O:EPPI]8LI*MXRIWW1MPP
[MXLMXWGIRXYV]SPHLEVH[SSH¾SSVWJX
high ceilings and windows galore allow those
XLEXXVEMRIEVP]MRXLIQSVRMRKXS[EXGLXLI
WYRVMWIERHXLSWIXLEXXVEMRPEXIVMRXLIHE]
XLIWYRWIXSJJIVWE[SRHIVJYPEXQSWTLIVI
JSVEPPEKIW8LI*MXRIWW1MPPMWEKVIEX
TPEGIJSVTISTPIXSQIIXERH[SVOSYX
XSKIXLIV8LI1MPPMWPSGEXIHMREWEJIERH
GSRZIRMIRXPSGEXMSR-X´WERMGITVSHYGXMZI
JEQMP]EXQSWTLIVI[LIVIJEQMPMIWGERHS
WSQIXLMRKXSKIXLIV
The Fitness Mill, preparing to start its
VH]IEVSR3GXSFIVXLLEW[IPGSQIH
XLSYWERHWSJQIQFIVWEXEPP½XRIWWPIZIPW
4PIEWIGEPPJSVMRJSVQEXMSRERH
ERRMZIVWEV]WTIGMEPWSVZMWMXXLIQSRXLI
[IFEX[[[XLI½XRIWWQMPPR]GSQ

Alzheimer’s
researchers
hopeful

%P^LIMQIV´WHMWIEWILEW
no cure, and its progression
GERRSXFIVEHMGEPP]WPS[IH
8LI%P^LIMQIV´W%WWSGMEXMSR
VITSVXWXLEXIZIV]WIGSRHWWSQISRIMRXLI9RMXIH
7XEXIWHIZIPSTW%P^LIMQIV´W
ERHEVSYRHQMPPMSRTISTPI
MRXLIGSYRXV]GYVVIRXP]
have the disease.
While there is no cure
JSV%P^LIMQIV´WHMWIEWI
researchers are continuing
to work on both drug and
RSRHVYKXVIEXQIRXWXS

GSQFEXFSXL
cognitive and
behavioral
W]QTXSQW
According
XSMRJSVQEXMSRJVSQ
XLI
%P^LIMQIV´W
Association
-RXIVREXMSREP
'SRJIVIRGI
there is
VIEWSRJSV
STXMQMWQ
VIKEVHMRK%P^LIMQIV´WXVIEXQIRXW
Researchers now have
a better understanding
SJLS[XLIFVEMRGLERKIW
[MXL%P^LIMQIV´WERHGER
½RIXYRIQIHMGEXMSRWXS
react with certain areas
SJXLIFVEMRVIWTSRWMFPI
JSVGIVXEMRW]QTXSQW*SV
I\EQTPIHVYKGSQTERMIW)PM
0MPP]ERH&MSKIRLEZIFIIR
testing drugs that block beta
EQ]PSMHETVSXIMRXLEXGER

GEYWIXS\MGFVEMRTPEUYIW
MRTISTPI[LMGLEVISJXIR
associated with progressive
brain disease.
%RSXLIVEFRSVQEPMX]
EWWSGMEXIH[MXL%P^LIMQIV´W
is caused when a protein
GEPPIHXEYX[MWXWMRXSQMGVSWGSTMGXERKPIWWE]WXLI1E]S
'PMRMG8ERKPIWGSPPETWIZMXEP
FVEMRGIPPXVERWTSVXW]WXIQW
Researchers are looking into
QIHMGMRIWXLEXQE]TVIZIRX
XEYJVSQJSVQMRKXERKPIW
-REHHMXMSRVIWIEVGLIVW
continue to look at anXMMR¾EQQEXSV]HVYKWXS
LIPTHIPE]XLITVSKVIWWSJ
%P^LIMQIV´WHMWIEWIEW[IPP
as how other conditions
and diseases, including high
blood pressure or diabetes,
QE]MQTEGXXLIVMWOSJHIZIPSTMRK%P^LIMQIV´W
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Route 66
¢. *     
by Terry Berkson

SVJSVXLEXQEXXIV7EQsonite-type either.

Back around 1960, I
religiously watched the television show called “Route
²%½RIJSVQYPEX[S
guys traveling across the
GSYRXV]QIIXMRKEPPOMRHWSJ
people, trying to leave things
in better shape than they
JSYRHXLIQFIJSVIQSZMRK
on. Martin Milner was the
collegiate type; George
Maharis was streetwise and
a little crusty. Their CorZIXXIRSXXLIQSWXTVEGXMGEP
car to go cross-country in,
[EWEW]QFSPSJJVIIHSQ
ERHQSFMPMX][MXLPMXXPIVSSQ
JSVIQSXMSREPX]TIFEKKEKI

These days, such heroes
would travel down the
VSEHMRE.IITSVEJSYV
wheel-drive pickup. That
way they’d be able to take
on hitchhikers or lost dogs
or whatever any particular
episode’s script threw at
XLIQ&YXRSX1MPRIVERH
Maharis. During one show,
XLI]JSYRHXLIQWIPZIWMRER
3OPELSQESMP½IPH*SVPEGO
SJEREPXIVREXMZIXLI]YWIH
their Corvette to power a
HVMPPMRKVMK8LI]VIQSZIH
EVIEVXMVIJVSQMXWVMQERH
XLIRYWIHXLIQSYRXIHVMQ

to drive a belt that was atXEGLIHXSXLISMPVMK7MQTPI
here was the Corvette, jusXMJ]MRKMXWIPJWIVZMRKQEROMRH
EW[IPPEWERMQEKMREXMZI
story line.
=IEVWPEXIV-PMZIHSYXQ]
S[R±6SYXI²JERXEW]
[LIR-KSXQ]³VSEHWXIV*VMIRHWERHVIPEXMZIWGVMXMGM^IHXLIGEVJSV
FIMRKWSMQTVEGXMGEP[LMGL
TVIWWYVIHQIXSTVSZIXLI
'SVZIXXIGSYPHFIEWYWIJYP
EWEJSYVHSSVWIHER3RI
XMQI-HVSZILSQIJVSQXLI
PYQFIV]EVH[MXLEGSYTPISJ
FEKWSJGIQIRXSRXLIJVSRX
JIRHIVW%RSXLIVXMQI-TYX
the top down and loaded
XLVIIXIRJSSX0SQFEVH]
poplars onto the jack storage cover behind the seats.
Each burlap ball around the
trees’ roots weighed over
JSVX]TSYRHW
This evidence notwithWXERHMRKQ]GSYWMR'LEVPMI
WEMH[LIR-KSXQEVVMIH
“Well, I guess you’ll get rid
SJXLI'SVZIXXI²
8LEX[EWQSVIXLER
]IEVWEKS3RGI[LIRQ]
IPHIVP]%YRX6YXEGEQI
HS[RJVSQ6MGL½IPH7TVMRKW
JSVSRISJLIV[IIOPSRK
ZMWMXW-XSSOLIVJSVEVMHIMR
XLIVSEHWXIV7LIVIEH7XEV
QEKE^MRIERHEP[E]WLEH
LIVI]IWTIIPIHJSV&YVX
6I]RSPHW7LILEHVIEHER
EVXMGPIMR7XEVXIPPMRKLS[
(SVMW(E]QEREKIHXSPSSO
WS]SYRK±7LITYXW:EWIPMRI
EPPSZIVLIVJEGIFIJSVI
WLIKSIWXSWPIIT²Q]EYRX
explained.
%YRX6YXEXVMIHXLI:EWIPMRIXVIEXQIRXJSVWIZIVEP
QSRXLW8LITSVIWSJLIV
skin eventually clogged, leavMRKYRWMKLXP]SMP]FPIQMWLIW
that her old eyes couldn’t

WII1][MJI%PMGIERH-XSPH ±;LEXJSV#²WLIWEMH
Aunt Ruta what she was do- holding back. “Is this going
MRKXSLIVGSQTPI\MSRERH
to hurt?”
urged her to discontinue
±8VYWXQI²-WEMHEW-WIEX(SVMW(E]´WQEKMGJSVQYPE
IHLIVMREGLEMVRI\XXSQ]
“Maybe I’ll switch to Jercar. I cleaned a long piece
gen’s lotion,” she replied.
SJVYFFIVZEGYYQLSWI
±0IX´WKMZI]SYEJEGMEP½VWX² with alcohol, cranked up the
Corvette and throttled the
Alice suggested.
IRKMRIYTXSEJEWXMHPI%X
Aunt Ruta’s pride kicked in, EFSYXVTQXLIQERMJSPH
“I don’t need . . .”
produced about 22 inches
SJZEGYYQ[LMGLGVIEXIHE
“Would you want Burt
suction that could be reguReynolds to see you now?”
lated by opening a bleeder
That won her over.
in the T. “Are you crazy?”
My aunt sat on a stool in
Alice said when she entered
XLIOMXGLIREWQ][MJIFIthe garage.
KERWXIEQMRKERHWGVYFFMRK
±-ORS[[LEX-´QHSMRK²
LIVJEGI±;IRIIHWSQI
I
said pushing the hose
WSVXSJWYGXMSR²%PMGIWEMH
HMWGSYVEKIH7LI[EWEFSYX XS[EVHWLIV%PMGIMRELYJJ
XSKMZIYT[LIR-XLSYKLXSJ grabbed it and reluctantly
went to work on Aunt Ruta
the T junction on the vacuYQEHZERGIPMRIJIIHMRKXLI [LSWIIQIHXSWLVMROMR
HMWXVMFYXSVSJXLI'SVZIXXI the chair. The contraption
[SVOIHPMOIEGLEVQ
-X[SYPHHSXLINSF±0IX´W
go out to the garage,” I said
-XSSOMRXLIWGIRI+EVEKI
[MXLQ]EYRXMRXS[

HSSVW[MHISTIR1]JVEMP
EYRXPIERMRKJEVFEGOMR
the chair as the Corvette’s
IRKMRIVYQFPIH1][MJI
FYWMP]ZEGYYQMRK%YRX6YXE´W
HIITP][VMROPIHJEGI%
HVIEQGSQIXVYI.YWXPMOI
“Route 66.” My Corvette
LEHFIGSQISRISJPMJI´W
essential daily tools. Now,
Milner and Maharis weren’t
the only guys to have used a
'SVZIXXIMRERSMP½IPH
“What do you think
Charlie would say about the
'SVZIXXIRS[#²-EWOIHQ]
[MJI 
Aunt Ruta’s leg kicked as
though she were having a
tooth pulled. Then Alice
said, “He’d say you can get
NYWXEWQYGLWYGXMSRJVSQE
WXEXMSR[EKSR²
Berkson is the author of the
memoir Corvette Odyssey.

Tips for traveling with pets
1ER]TIXS[RIVWJIIPZEGEXMSRWEVIQSVIJYR[MXLXLIMV
JYVV]GSQTERMSRWMRXS[8VEZIPMRKGERFIQSVIGSQTPMGEXIH
[LIRTIXWEVITEVXSJXLIIUYEXMSRFYXXLIVIEVI[E]WXS
IRWYVIEGSQJSVXEFPIERHWEJIXVMT

TIXXLEXMWVMHMRKEPSRKMRXLIJVSRXWIEX

8LI,YQERI7SGMIX]SJXLI9RMXIH7XEXIWWE]WXLIWEJIWX
ERHQSWXGSQJSVXEFPI[E]JSVTIXWXSXVEZIPMWMRWMHIE
carrier or crate. Make sure the carrier is big enough so that
XLITIXMWGSQJSVXEFPIERHLEWWSQIQSFMPMX]FYXRSXWSFMK
that he or she can be jostled around.

Pet owners should put together a traveling kit that includes
IWWIRXMEPMXIQWXLIMVTIXWQE]RIIH7YGLIWWIRXMEPWQE]MRGPYHIMHIRXM½GEXMSREXIQTSVEV]XVEZIPXEKJSVXLIGSPPEV[MXL
GYVVIRXGSRXEGXMRJSVQEXMSRZIXVIGSVHWMRHMGEXMRKXLITIXMW
GYVVIRXSRMXWZEGGMREXMSRWTPEWXMGFEKWJSSHEJEZSVMXIXS]
ERHGPIERYTWYTTPMIWMRXLIIZIRXSJQSXMSRWMGORIWW4IXW
XLEXHVMRO[EXIVJVSQERYRJEQMPMEVEVIEQE]I\TIVMIRGI
WXSQEGLHMWGSQJSVXWSFVMRKWSQI[EXIVEPSRKEW[IPP

Carriers and crates should be anchored to the vehicle usMRKEWIEXFIPXSVERSXLIVHIZMGI'EVVMIVWXLEXGERQSZISV
bounce around are dangerous to the pet and the occupants
SJXLIGEV%MVPMRIWERHVEMP[E]WSJXIRMRWMWXTIXWXVEZIPMR
carriers.

;LIRFSSOMRK]SYVXVMTWIIOTIXJVMIRHP]LSXIPWERH
EGGSQQSHEXMSRW%XXLILSXIPYWI[LMXIRSMWIXSOIITHSKW
JVSQFEVOMRKEXIZIV]TEWWIVF]SYXWMHIXLIVSSQ)\IVGMWI
XLITIXFIJSVIVIXMVMRKJSVFIHWSXLEXLISVWLIMWEWGEPQ
EWTSWWMFPIFIJSVIWPIIT

8LIWEJIWXTPEGIJSVTIXWHYVMRKEVSEHXVMTMWMRXLIFEGO
WIEXSJEGEVSVMREVIEVGEVKSEVIE[LIRTSWWMFPI-RXLI
IZIRXSJEGVEWLEMVFEKHITPS]QIRXGERWIVMSYWP]MRNYVIE

8VEZIPMRK[MXLTIXWQE]FIEGLSMGISVERIGIWWMX])MXLIV
[E]TIXS[RIVWWLSYPHI\TPSVIXLIMVSTXMSRWXSQEOIXLI
I\TIVMIRGIQSVIGSQJSVXEFPI
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JM Door & Hardware
“If opportunity doesn’t knock build a door.” ~ Milton Berle

by Al Dorantes
For the past 30 years JM Door & Hardware has been
providing unparalleled garage door, entrance doors and
commercial doors, frames and hardware sales and service
for the Mohawk Valley. They have based their reputation
on prompt and professional service, competitive pricing
and quality products. JM Door is an authorized dealer of
industry-leading Raynor Doors, & Chi Garage doors to
name a few. JM Door Company provides expert sales and
service for both commercial and residential doors as well
as garage door products. They also carry; architectural
hardware, panic bars, weather stripping, storm doors,
raised panel systems, entrance doors, wood doors, locks,
building products, and more. All this comes with the expert,
experienced professionals that will make sure the job is
HSRIVMKLXXLI½VWXXMQI
JM Door’s President, Paul Sacco explained, that his father
Angelo and his mother, Juliane, started the business over 30
years ago. The Sacco’s named their overhead door business
after mom, Juliane Marie. The small shop on Oriskany
Street was a humble beginning. Paul Sacco reminisced
that he installed garage doors and did sales and service
through high school and college. He came in full time after
graduating college. Paul Sacco is a graduate of St. John Fisher.
At Oriskany Street the business focused on just garage
doors. The business was growing and around 1982 they
went into commercial doors, frames, and hardware. They
moved to their current location, on Broad Street, 25 years
ago. The business then expanded 10 fold. JM Door has the
biggest showroom in the Utica area. It was named best

showroom (named by Raynor - 3 times). Paul Sacco said,
“We only sell doors and hardware and we’re good at it.”

front door and garage doors set the tone for what’s behind
the door.”

The company continued selling garage doors. Looking to
expand business even more JM Doors took on residential
doors. Paul’s brother Rick joined the company and handles
the garage door division of the company. Paul oversees
the other divisions, commercial doors, frames, hardware,
residential doors. In 2010, dad, Angelo, retired. Paul became
President and Rick became Vice President.

JM Door is in the process of moving to a new location,
5140 Commercial Drive, Yorkville, New York. The retro
futuristic architecture of the Westinghouse built building,
built in 1959, will more than double the space of their
current labyrinthine like facility. The new location is 50,000
WUYEVIJIIXSJJVIWLWTEGI4EYP7EGGSMWGSR½HIRXXLEXXLI
lines that they carry and that they are excited about are the
ones customers love. If a client is redoing their home, there
is nothing more important than “First Impressions;” they last
a lifetime.

Paul Sacco said, “I still love showing and selling on the
WLS[VSSQ¾SSVMX´WQ]½VWXPSZI²
At their 20,000 square foot location they represent 70-100
manufacturers covering overhead garage doors, commercial
doors, residential doors, and hardware. Paul Sacco said,
“What makes us special is we aren’t a big box store. We
are the only “real” door company in town.” JM Door has
12 employees who really care about what they do. He
explained that their installation crew makes us look good on
every installation.
One of their door lines, offers top quality with 100%
customizability. Customers are able to choose style, color,
½RMWLERHIZIRXLIWTIGMIWSJ[SSHXLIHSSVQMQMGW8LMW
PMRISJJIVWE]IEV[EVVERX]SRXLI½RMWLJVEQIERH
hardware. JM Door uses a computer aided design center to
show customers exactly what their new doors will look like
on their home or business.
Paul Sacco said, “Customers are happier with the end
product because they’ve seen it. They see as close a
representation as possible before ordering.” He added, “Your

Paul Sacco explained that he is excited about new facility
in the making. JM Door just closed on the building a few
months ago after a lengthy environmental clean-up. The
new facility should be open in late October with state of the
art lighting and showroom to enhance their products. The
all LED lighting will make JM Door’s doors and hardware
look even better. The new facility is in the heart of the
shopping corridor. The new location offers JM Door great
ZMWMFMPMX]ERHMWIEW]XS½RHEGVSWWJVSQ.SI8ELER´W*YVRMXYVI
and between Yorkville Battery and Meelan’s Carpet
One Floor & Home. The larger showroom and larger
warehousing will help with residential customers as well as
the commercial contractors being able to elevate lead-times
and pulling from stock.
Paul Sacco and JM Door and Hardware have created
their own opportunity with their new facility. For more
information go to: www.jmdoor.net or follow them on
Facebook: J.M. Door Co.
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Sahl’s Glass & Glazing
by Al Dorantes
Sahl’s Glass & Glazing,
conveniently located at
392 Oriskany Boulevard
in Whitesboro, New York,
specializes in the sales,
service and installation of
windows, doors, mirrors and
more. For the past 25 years
Doug Sahl and his brother
Doug have been providing
glass and glazing services out
of their 8,000 square foot
facility in Whitesboro. Saul’s
Glass and Glazing started
from scratch and now has 7
employees. Doug handles
sales and estimating and
Dan does the installing. “We
know our customers and try
to make them happy with
every job.”
Serving the Whitesboro
area for over two decades
Sahl’s Glass & Glazing looks
forward to providing you
solutions for all of your glass
needs including residential
windows, residential doors,
commercial windows,
commercial doors, insulated
glass, and custom shower
doors

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
Erin Dibble - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991
JUST LISTED 208 Folts St, Herkimer

JUST LISTED 214 Folts St, Herkimer

Great side by side.
One side rented and
Live in one and rent
the other is ready to
the other. The units
go. Great side by
feature entrance hall,
side 2 family. Tenants
LR, DR and kitchen
pay electric, gas and
down along with 3
water. Each unit feaBR and full bath up.
tures an entrance hall, LR, DR & kitchen down with 3 BR
and bath up. Full basement and walk up attic. Parking for One unit has been completely remodeled. Full basement
each side. Also one car detached garage great for storage. and attic great for storage. Newer roof. Come take a look.

JUST LISTED 147 2nd St, Ilion

29 Bridge St, Middleville

Commercial
Absolutely BEAUproperty on
TIFUL! Completely
busy Route
renovated 4 BR,
28. Start your
1.5 bath, LR, FR,
business here
kitchen, DR, new
or use it for
appliances, nice
an investment
yard & carport.
You DO NOT WANT property. Along with the store front there are 3 apartments,
two 2 BR upstairs and one 1 BR down.
TO WAIT!

239 Mohawk St, Herkimer

9 Elm St, Ilion

Beautiful 2 family home
Pristine interior!
with plenty of parking.
Totally remodeled 2
family close to
Upstairs apartment has
EVERYTHING! Great
2 BRs, 1 bath, kitchen &
rents include heat,
LR. 1st floor apartment
tenants pay electric.
has big eat-in kitchen,
Awesome opportuLR, 2 BRs, 1 bath. Lots of
nity to let your tenant help pay your updates including new flooring, replacement windows, 4
mortgage.
year old roof. Make an appointment, don’t just drive by.

Did you know that Saul’s Glass and Glazing installs commercial and residential windows? Looking to replace
your windows? Give Saul’s a call and SAVE big!
Your home will be rejuvenated with new windows.
Windows from Sahl’s Glass
will give your home a new
look and feel along with
energy savings that will help
keep your summer cooling
and winter heating bills
lower. New windows will
also add resale value to your
home. Nothing increases
your curb appeal or makes
you stand out from your
competition like a new door.
Sahl’s Glass and Glazing has
a wide variety of products
and solutions for business
owners for their Door
solutions including; entrance
doors, aluminum doors, steel
and hollow metal doors,
glass doors, and interior
and exterior facing doors.
Sahl’s Glass can create a
custom solution for you.
They understand that you
need to keep your business
running. They will work with
you to accomplish any work
and minimize downtime as
they install your new door
or entrance.

er door or a fully custom,
frameless glass shower
enclosure trust their 25
years of experience to turn
your bathroom from blah to
beautiful.
Sahl’s Glass & Glazing also
offers custom glass cutting.

Whether it is a table top
or bar Sahl’s can custom
cut matching your pattern.
Sahl’s can also cut glass for
your patio table top. They
also offer puttying. Old
fashioned glazing seems as
if it is becoming a lost art

Sahl’s Glass & Glazing can
help revolutionize your
bathroom with a modern
touch. Sahl’s can install your
new shower door. Whether
it is a standard glass showFramless shower enclosures are
also available at Saul’s Glass and
Glazing. Sales, service and
installation for over 2 decades.

but Sahl’s Glass can still take
care of your old windows.
Dan Sahl explained that
even glaziers are seasonal.
They are installing and repairing screen doors during
the summer and replacing
wood stove glass during the
winter. In-between Sahl’s
Glass is installing windows
and commercial doors. For
more information go to:
www.sahlsglass.com 
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Creative ways to recycle leaves
Keep poinsettias
looking great through
the holidays

Leaves cascading down from trees indicate
the arrival of autumn. However, colorful and
awe-inspiring autumn leaves can be a hazard
if left to lie on the ground too long.
Fallen leaves form a dense insulator to
protect trees’ roots and prevent competing
plants from growing. Decomposing leaves
also provide nutrients for the tree. But wet
leaves can be a safety hazard and leaves left
on the lawn through the winter can pose a
threat to the grass. These are just a couple
of reasons why so much effort is placed on
leaf clean-up in the fall. The following are
some creative ways to recycle leaves that fall
from your trees in the weeks to come.
• Mulch: Shredded leaves can make for a
great amendment to fertilizer for garden
beds and even the lawn. Leaves lying on the
grass can be mulched into small pieces with
a mulching mower so they don’t choke the
blades of grass. Leaves also can be broken
down with a string trimmer, a leaf blower
that has a vacuum function or a commercial
shredder/chipper. Add the shredded leaves
XSEGSQTSWXTMPISVYWIXLIQXS½PPGSRtainer plants before adding regular potting
soil.
• Insulation: Collect leaves to mound over
delicate perennial plants and shrubs. The
leaves will add more warmth to the soil
and may help plants make it through harsh
winters. Just remove the leaves slowly when
spring arrives so that the soil underneath
can get the sunlight and water it needs to
thrive. Leave some leaves in the yard so that
animals can use them as nesting material and
line their dens for the winter.

7XYJ½RK'VIEXI[LMQWMGEPWGEVIGVS[WEW
part of your autumn decoration scheme.
Gather older clothes that you no longer use
and stuff the sleeves of shirts and the legs of
pants with leaves, which are less expensive
and easier to come by than straw. Use a few
pieces of straw around the neck and hand
areas of the scarecrow for visual effect. Tie
off with twine and display your scarecrow.
• Bedding: Chicken owners can use fallen
leaves as bedding in their chicken coops. Dry
leaves also may create more comfortable
and drier conditions for goats and other
livestock. Goats may look to recently fallen
leaves as a nutritious food source. Gather
the leaves and let the goats munch before
you further rake and compost the leaves.
• Decorations: Natural leaves can be used
as decorations both inside and outside a
home. String freshly fallen leaves together
and wrap them around a grapevine wreath
for a rustic door decoration. Leaves can be
placed in clear vases and put on display for a
cheap way to showcase some autumn color.
Preserve favorite leaves with a lamination
machine or by sealing them between heated
sheets of waxed paper. Cut out the leaf
shapes and use for hanging window decorations.
• Recreation: Leaves have long been
favorite toys for children, who eagerly await
jumping into large piles of fallen leaves. Fill
paper bags with leaves and draw a target on
the front. Let kids test their skill aiming for
XLIXEVKIXW'LMPHVIRGERGEQSY¾EKIXLIMV
clothing with leaves and masking tape and
have a more intense session of “hide and
seek.” 

Along with the fragrant
evergreens and twinkling
lights synonymous with the
holiday season, poinsettias
make up a key component
of holiday decorating.

another area that has ample
amounts of light. They thrive
in temperatures between 60
and 75 F and should be kept
away from warm or cold
drafts.

Unlike holly and some of
the other greenery that is
commonly associated with
the holidays, poinsettias
do not naturally thrive in
the colder temperatures.
These plants originate in
southern Mexico and were
considered an exotic plant
[LIR½VWXMRXVSHYGIHXSXLI
United States by Joel Robert
4SMRWIXXXLI½VWX%QIVMGER
ambassador to Mexico.

Water the plant whenever
the surface feels dry to the
touch. Water until it drains
out the bottom, but don’t
let the plant sit in water.
Over- or under-watering
can cause leaves to drop
prematurely and wilt. If your
home lacks in humidity, you
may need to water the plant
more frequently. Poinsettias
do not need to be fertilized
while the plant is in bloom.

4SMRWIXXMEWGERFI½GOle plants and ones that
KEVHIRMRKRSZMGIWQE]½RH
challenging to maintain. The
plants are comprised of
green foliage, colorful (often
VIH ¾S[IVFVEGXWERHXLI
EGXYEP¾S[IVWSJXLITPERXW
which are the red or green
buttonlike parts nestled in
the center of the bracts.
Because they are a tropical
plant, poinsettias can be
damaged by exposure to
low temperatures, even if
they are only exposed for
short periods of time. They
should be wrapped and protected against the elements
when brought home. For
maximum plant life, poinsettias need to be placed near
a warm, sunny window, or

Contrary to
popular belief,
poinsettias are not
poisonous to
humans or
animals...
The Ohio State University
Extension says poinsettias
GERFIVI¾S[IVIHXLI
following Christmas, but
unless a yearlong schedule of care is observed,
the results usually are not
good. You can speak with a
gardening expert or consult
online resources for the
proper care schedule. Caring
for a poinsettia year-round
involves gradually drying out
the plant and storing it in a

cool location. The plant later
will be moved outdoors and
then back inside and pruned
to keep a full shape.
Poinsettias are short-day
plants, which means they
¾S[IVEFSYX[IIOW
after the daylight shortens
XSEFSYXLSYVWSVPIWW
Therefore, to have the plant
MRJYPP¾S[IVF]'LVMWXQEW
it will have to be kept in
complete darkness between
5 p.m. and 8 a.m. from the
½VWXTEVXSJ3GXSFIVYRXMP
Thanksgiving. Many people
½RHXLIEJJSVHEFMPMX]SJ
poinsettias makes it more
convenient to buy new ones
each year than try to foster
regrowth.
Contrary to popular belief,
poinsettias are not poisonous to humans or animals,
but they should not be
ingested due to the potential for allergic reactions.
Poinsettias can help remove
pollutants from indoor
air, which is advantageous
during the winter months
when doors and windows
are typically kept closed.
Select plants that have dark
green foliage and no low or
damaged leaves. This ensures
the best success for keeping
poinsettias looking healthy
and vibrant throughout the
holiday season. 
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UPGRADE AT CAMELOT CROSSING
by Joan O. Scharf
It had been years of penny pinching
saving, but Brent and Laci O’Brian were
½REPP]EFPIXSEJJSVHXLILSYWISJXLIMV
HVIEQW-XEPPWIIQIH[SVXLMXEWXLI]
[EXGLIHXLIHIWMKRWERHFPYITVMRXW
XYVRMRKMRXSVIEPMX];LIRXLIGSRXVEGtor promised them an occupancy dater
in three months, they put their present
LSQISRXLIQEVOIX8LITVSFPIQ
[EWMXWSPHWSSRIVXLERERXMGMTEXIH
and now they were forced to put their
JYVRMXYVIMRXSWXSVEKIERHXIQTSVEVMP]
rent.
%X½VWXXLI3´&VMERWJIPXPYGO]XS½RH
the furnished two bedrooms upstairs
¾EXIWTIGMEPP]EW:IVRSRXLIPERHPSVH
PMZIHHS[RWXEMVWERHWEMHLI[SYPH
EGGITXEXLVIIQSRXLPIEWI%PXLSYKL
they thought the rent was more than
the outdated apartment warranted,
XLIPSGEXMSR[EWGSRZIRMIRXWSXLI]
jumped at it.
It was a few days after they moved
in when Brent said, “Laci, have you noXMGIHER]XLMRKWXVERKIEFSYX:IVRSR#²
7LIWLVYKKIHYRGSQJSVXEFP]±-
thought it was just me. Yes, there is
something about him that puts me on
IHKI²7LIVI¾IGXIH±,I´WVIEPP]RSX
EFEHPSSOMRKKY]-´HWE]LI´WEFSYX
JSVX]½ZISVWS[SYPHR´X]SY#&YX
there is something about his eyes.
8LI]WIIQ¾EX[MXLRSHITXL(EVO
'VYIP²7LIKEZIEWPMKLXWLYHHIV
±,I´WGVIIT]²
±%RHLI´WRSXZIV]JVMIRHP]²&VIRX
WEMH±3RGI[IWMKRIHXLIPIEWIMX´W
EWMJ[IRSPSRKIVQEXXIV-´ZIXVMIH
WE]MRKLIPPS[LIRIZIV-QIIXLMQFYX
LIPSSOWVMKLXXLVSYKLQIERHHSIWR´X
ERW[IV²
8LIVI[EWERSXLIVXLMRKEFSYX:IVRSRXLEXMVVMXEXIHXLIQMQQIEWYVEFP]
-X[EWLMWGEV:IVRSRS[RIHEHEVO
VIHGYWXSQM^IHWTSVXWGEVGSQTPIXI
[MXLHYEPI\LEYWXWERHEJERG]GLVSQI
WTSMPIVTIVGLIHSRXLIVIEV8LIIRgine emitted a deep throaty roar. Since
MX[EW:IVRSR´WLEFMXXSVITIEXIHVIZ
the motor in the driveway, his comings
and goings at odd times during the
HE]ERHRMKLXVEVIP]EJJSVHIHXLIQE
TIEGIJYPRMKLX´WWPIIT
:IVRSRHVI[EPPXLIFPMRHWERHWIGPYHIHLMQWIPJHEMP]MRXLIETEVXQIRX
ERHMX[EWR´XPSRKFIJSVI&VIRXERH
0EGMNSOMRKP]QEHIYTEKEQISJKYIWWing his occupation.

LSYWI[IVI½REPP]GSQTPIXIERHXLI
QSZMRKZER[EWWGLIHYPIHXSHIPMZIV
XLIMVJYVRMXYVIJVSQWXSVEKI;MXLSRI
Brent’s mouth twitched. “And a night- HE]WXMPPVIQEMRMRKSRXLIVIRXEPETEVXQIRXPIEWIXLI]QIXMGYPSYWP]WGVYFFIH
GPYFFSYRGIVEXRMKLX²
ERHGPIERIHXLIVSSQWXSEGSRHMXMSR
±3V:IVRSR´W)WGSVX7IVZMGI²WLIWEMH better than they found them. On their
%RHF]RS[XLI][IVIGSRZYPWIH[MXL way downstairs to drop off the key to
PEYKLXIV
:IVRSRXLI][IVIWXEVXPIHXSQIIX
him stomping up the steps.
%JI[[IIOWPEXIVXLI]LEHQSVI
XS[SVV]EFSYX:IVRSREGUYMVIHE
±&IJSVI]SYTISTPIKSER][LIVI
HSK-XFEVOIHMRGIWWERXP]-X[EWER
]SY´VIKSMRKXSXEOIE[EPOXLVSYKLXLMW
indiscriminate breed of skinny brown
apartment with me. I want to make
HSKXLEXWIIQIHEJVEMHSJLMWS[RXEMP WYVIXLIVI´WRSHEQEKI²
:IVRSROITXLMQWSQI[LIVIMRXLI
,IWXEPOIHJVSQVSSQXSVSSQSR
depths of his apartment and was occaLMWMRWTIGXMSR
IZIRXYEPP]½RHMRKER
WMSREPP]WIIRXEOMRKLMQJSV[EPOW
IQFVSMHIVIHWSJETMPPS[[MXLEWIEQ
3R;IHRIWHE]IZIRMRKW[LIR&VIRX WTPMXWIZIVEPMRGLIW,ILIPHXLITMPPS[
[LIIPIHSYXXLIKEVFEKIGERLI
SYX±7IIXLMW#-X´WERI\TIRWMZITMPPS[
GSYPHR´XLIPTFYXRSXMGI:IVRSR´WSZIVXLEX´WFIIRVMTTIH-´QHIHYGXMRK½JX]
¾S[SJYRVIG]GPIHXVEWLMRGEVIPIWW
HSPPEVWJVSQ]SYVWIGYVMX]HITSWMXJSV
HMWSVHIV'ERWFSXXPIWERHKEVFEKI
XLIHEQEKI²
PMXXIVIHXLIKVSYRH3RGILI[EW
0EGMWEMH±:IVRSR[IHMHR´XIZIRYWI
[EPOMRKTEXXLISTIRHSSVSJ:IVRSR´W
XLEXTMPPS[8LIWTPMXWIEQQYWXLEZI
ETEVXQIRXERHLIGEYKLXEKPMQTWISJ
XLIMRXIVMSVEW:IVRSRGEVVMIHMREGEWI EPVIEH]FIIRXLIVI-J]SYPMOI-GER
IEWMP]WI[MX²
of beer.
±2S-HSR´X[ERXEREQEXIYVJSSPMRK
±0EGM]SYWLSYPHLEZIWIIRMX;LEX
EVSYRH[MXLMX
=SY´VIPYGO]-´QSRP]
EQIWW4ETIVWERHNYROEPPSZIVXLI
GLEVKMRK]SY½JX]FYGOW
-X´WKSRREGSWX
TPEGI%RH-KSXE[LMJJEW-[EPOIHF]
QSVIXLERXLEXXSVITPEGIMX
²
4LI[(MHMXWXMRO²
EP[E]WFYW][LIRIZIV[I´ZIXVMIHXS
GEPPLMQ-´QFIXXMRKLI´WEXIPIQEVOIXIV²

Later that night they heard a woman’s
WLVMPPPEYKLXIVGSQMRKJVSQ:IVRSR´W¾EX
FIPS[8LIRI\XQSVRMRK&VIRX[EW
YTIEVP]JSVLMWHEMP]NSK±+YIWW[LEX
0SZIFYKQYWXLEZIWXE]IHEPPRMKLX
8LEX´WXLIREQISRXLIPMGIRWISJLIV
:SPOW[EKIRMRXLIHVMZI[E]²
±=YGO²0EGMWEMH±,S[GSYPHWLI
WXERHXLIWQIPPMRXLIVI-´PPFIWSKPEH
XSKIXE[E]JVSQEPPXLMW²

;MXLX[S[IIOWXSKSERHXLIMV
contractor’s reassurance that he was
0EGMWEMH±-´Q½KYVMRKLI´WEHE]XVEHIV
WXMPPSRWGLIHYPI0EGMERH&VIRXIEKIVP]
and he sits in front of the computer
PSSOIHJSV[EVHXSXLIMVRI[GSQQYRM[EXGLMRKXLIWXSGOQEVOIX²
X]'EQIPSX'VSWWMRKW[EWERYTWGEPI
±(E]XVEHIV#,E²&VIRXPEYKLIH±-
HIZIPSTQIRX[MXLQSWXSJXLITVST[SYPHWE]LI´WQSVIPMOIE&SSOMI²
IVXMIWEPVIEH]WSPH3RP]XLSWIJI[
±;IPPWMRGILIGSQIWERHKSIWEXEPP LSYWIWFYMPXSRWTIGYPEXMSRVIQEMRIH
LSYVWTIVLETWLI´WETVMZEXIHIXIGXMZI² JSVWEPISRXLIMVWXVIIX7MRGIXLMW
[SYPHIZIRXYEPP]FIXLIMVVIXMVIQIRX
she said.
LSQI0EGMGSRZMRGIH&VIRXXSWTPYVKI
±2S[E]²&VIRXGYVPIHLMWPMTWFEGO
ERHSVHIVEGYWXSQTSSP[MXLEFYMPXMR
XSWLS[LMWXIIXL±1E]FILI´W:IVRSR LSXWTEMRWXEPPIHMRXLIMVFEGO]EVH
XLI:EQTMVI3VLS[EFSYXEGEXFYV±.YWXXLMRO-X[MPPFIWSVIPE\MRKXS
KPEV#²,IGVSYGLIHHS[RSREPPJSYVW
FIMRXLIUYMIXERHTVMZEG]SJSYVS[R
±1IS[[[[[²
TSSP-ORS[[I´PPPSZIMX²
0EGMWXEVXIHXSKMKKPI±,MWTLSRIMW
8LI½RMWLMRKXSYGLIWXSXLIMVRI[

8LI3´&VMERW[IVIWMPIRX8LIVI[EW
no way they were going to win. At
XLMWTSMRXEPPXLI][ERXIH[EWXSPIEZI
TIEGIJYPP]ERHUYMGOP]
After they agreed to the deduction in
XLIMVWIGYVMX]HITSWMX:IVRSRWYHHIRP]
FIGEQIXEPOEXMZI±=SYVETEVXQIRX
QEOIWXLVII²
&VIRXJVS[RIH±;LEXHS]SYQIER
³QEOIWXLVII´#²
±3RP]XLVIIZEGERGMIWSYXSJXLI
X[IRX]WIZIRVIRXEPW-S[R2SXFEH
LYL#/IITWQIFYW][MXLVITEMVWERH
TPYQFMRKIQIVKIRGMIWFYXMXWYVI
FVMRKWMRXLIQSSPE²:IVRSRTEXXIH
XLI[EPPIXMRLMWFEGOTSGOIX±%RHPEWX
QSRXL-KSXEFMKPE[WYMXWIXXPIQIRXMR
my favor, so I’m ridin’ high. Yesterday
I hired a manager to do those pain in
the butt maintenance jobs, and now I
GERXEOIMXIEW]=IWWMVII*VSQLIVI
SRMR©MX´WTEVX]XMQI²
&VIRXERH0EGMPIJX
'EQIPSX'VSWWMRKW[EWIMKLXQMPIW
JVSQXS[RERH[MXLIEGLQMPIXLI]TYX
FILMRHXLIQXLIQSVIVIPE\IHXLI]
FIGEQI;LIRXLI]TEWWIHXLVSYKL
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Tips for entertaining at home
heifers.”
“What’s heifers?”
“They’re young cows that
don’t give milk yet. But they
will in a year or so.”
Her small legs, sticking out
of knee length blue denim
shorts, were now hooked
over the middle bar; her
hands still clasped above.
“How come almost all the
cows are black and white?”
she asked.
“That’s because they’re
Holstein cows.”
“How about that one over
there?” She pointed toward
the corner.

by Joan O. Scharf
They walked along the
grassy path leading toward
the barn; the grey haired
man with a slight limp,
and the little girl, her hair
plaited into a single blond
braid dangling down her
back. The child bounced
along happily, trying to keep
pace with her grandfather’s
slower steady steps. He
welcomed her chatter, the
sweet music of her voice.
“It’s been a long time since
you’ve been here for a visit,”
he said, smiling down at her.
“Yes, we came in an airplane that went really high,
and it even had movies.”

“The last time you came
with your Mom and Daddy
you were only two years
old, and you were too little
to remember the cows.”
“I’m not little now, I turned
½ZI-WXEVXIH/MRHIVKEVXIR²
She ran a circle around him,
laughing. “We wanted to
come last year, but Momma
got sick and had to go to
the hospital for a pendiks.”
They arrived at the pasture
gate, where the man rested
his arms over the weathered
wood of the top rail.

He shaded his eyes. “Oh,
that one cow is a
Jersey.”

”Yep. We have seventy
two milkers and twenty four

“Why are all the
cows waiting here?”

Camelot from previous...

“Yes, our Home Sweet Home! Our dream
come true. Oh look, Brent, the ‘For Sale’
signs across the street and the one beside us
are both gone.”
They spotted a young couple toting boxes
into the house across the street, and they
cheerfully exchanged waves before going
inside. It was late afternoon before the
QSZMRKZER½RMWLIHYRTEGOMRKERHSRMXW
way.
Brent and Laci continued to work until
EJXIVHEVO½REPP]WXSTTMRKJSVEWMQTPIQIEP
of toasted cheese sandwiches and a salad.
Rummaging around in a deep box, Laci
came up with a fat white vanilla scented
candle for the middle of the kitchen table.
Lighting the candle and uncorking a bottle of
champagne they saved for the occasion, they
touched glasses.

They started back along
the path. She reached for
his hand and looked back
over her shoulder. “Grampa,
how come that New Jersey
cow is all brown, and not
like the rest?”

“May we live here happily ever after,” Brent
said. Laci leaned toward him for a loving
kiss.
Giving the kitchen a brief clean up, they
showered and fell into bed, tired but content, their bedroom window open to the
quiet night air. Brent felt a sense of peace as
he drifted into a tranquil sleep.
He had no idea what time it was when a
repeated thunderous noise abruptly awoke
him. Bumping his shin on a wooden packing
crate as he stumbled in the dark, he limped
painfully to the open window.
In the house directly beside him he could
see the garage door beginning to close. The
dark red sport car was illuminated by the
garage overhead light, and with the duel
exhausts and shiny chrome spoiler, it was
unmistakable.
Laci called out to him in a frightened voice,
“Brent, what is it?”
Even before he could open his mouth to
answer, a dog began to bark. 

Entertaining at home is a fun and convenient way to get
together with friends and family. Entertaining at home is less expensive than renting out a venue or hitting the town, and party
hosts know the amenities they have available to them.
Although convenient, home entertaining also requires more
work on the part of the event host, including readying the
house for company. But with some creative thinking and a little
sweat equity, hosts can throw an enjoyable and memorable
get-together from the comforts of their own homes.
Begin by going room-by-room and making note of what will
need to be done. If you’ve entertained at home before, you
may have a mental inventory of what worked and what didn’t,
so make changes accordingly this time around. Focus only on
the spaces where guests will congregate, such as the living
room, den, kitchen, and dining area.
Develop a decluttering plan to remove items from entertaining spaces and store them safely away. A little bit of clutter can
make a space seem unruly and unclean. Move delicate items,
such as collectibles, to a storage location, returning them to their
original spaces after the party has ended. If necessary, move
some furniture or take away a piece or two to free up more
space. Folding chairs may be more practical than a large sofa.

He smiled. “No,
I didn’t buy her in
New Jersey. That’s
just the kind of cow
she is. A Jersey.”

“Wow. You have lotsa
cows, Grampa!” She planted
her feet on the lower board
and clung to the top one,
staring at the herd.

“Laci, we’re home!” Brent slipped the
car around the moving van and into the
driveway.

“Oh.” Smiling, a dimple
appeared in one cheek. She
held out her arms for him
to lift her down from the
KEXI±/RS[[LEX#-X´WOMRHE
stinky here.” She giggled
and wrinkled up her freckled
nose. “Can we go in the
barn to see the new kitties
now?”

“You bought her in
New Jersey? Aunt
Jennifer and Uncle
Scott live in New
Jersey. We went
there once.”

“Careful you don’t
fall.” He reached
out to steady her
as she gripped the
gate post, swung
her leg over the
top rail and pulled
herself into a sitting
position.

the entrance gate into their community,
they were nearly giddy with excitement.

“It’s nearly milking time,
and they’ll be let in the barn
soon. They know there’s a
special treat of grain waiting
for them inside.”

Expend the bulk of your cleaning efforts on the entryway,
bathrooms and living areas of the home, as guests will spend a
lot of their time in these areas. Enlist the help of the household
to tidy the house and then tackle deep cleaning room by room.
Remove anything you do not want your guests to see. One or
two inquisitive guests may check behind the shower curtain
or even open up the medicine cabinet, so remove personal or
potentially sensitive items.
Recruit help to ready your home or even assist you on the day
of the party. A cleaning service can make fast work of scouring
the house, while a waitstaff can help serve food and keep drinks
VI½PPIHIREFPMRK]SYXSQMRKPI[MXLKYIWXW-JXLIMHIESJGSSOMRK
for all of your guests is overwhelming, hire a caterer to provide
the food.
He glanced down at her
with a twinkle in his eye.
“Well, we needed at least
one cow that gives chocolate milk.”

Stock up on stain removal products to tackle the inevitable
spills. While you no doubt hope to keep your house as clean
EWTSWWMFPII\TIGXWSQIHVSTTIHJSSHSVWTMPPIHHVMROW/IIT
a cleaner at the ready so you can quickly combat stains and
guests can continue having a good time.

“Oh.” Still holding his hand,
she began to skip. 

The more complicated the party is, the more time you will
need to prepare your home. Afford yourself ample time to
prepare so you are not feeling rushed come the day of the
party. 
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The problem with hard water
tered as renters. Homeowners become novice
plumbers, electricians, horticulturists, and even chemists
as they wade through the
projects and repairs involved
with owning a home.
Outside of high school
chemistry class, you may
never have given thought to
water composition and how
it changes. However, once
you become a homeowner,
you may have to pay special
attention to the type of
water bubbling out of your
faucets. Hard water is a
common concern, and it can
affect appliances and other
parts of the home.
What is hard water?

Hard water can cause scaling, deposits inside of pipes,
reduced cleaning ability, and several other problems.
Home ownership opens
people’s eyes to many new
experiences, even requiring

homeowners to familiarize
themselves with certain
things they never encoun-

Hard water affects about
85 percent of the United
States, according to the
Water Quality Association.
Although not harmful to
human health, hard water
can impact one’s daily life in
other ways.
Hard water is formed

when water moves through
soil and rock. It dissolves
very small amounts of
minerals and holds them
in a solution. Calcium and
magnesium are the most
common minerals to turn
water “hard.” The more
magnesium and calcium
water dissolves, the harder it
becomes.
From nuisance to
damaging

als on the inside of pipes,
VIHYGMRK[EXIV¾S[-JXLIWI
deposits grow thick, you may
have a plumbing issue on
your hands. Furthermore,
mineral deposits can harm
appliances, such as water
heaters, washing machines
and dishwashers. Eventually,
hard water may render
these appliances ineffective,
and they will need to be
replaced.
Treatment options

Hard water can not only
be a minor headache,
but also something more
serious. Hard water can
interfere with various cleaning tasks and also personal
grooming. Clothes washed
in hard water may not be
fully clean and may appear
dingy. Hard water can cause
E½PQSRWYVJEGIWWYGLEW
bath tiles and tubs. Some
TISTPI½RHXLEXXLIMVLEMV
and skin can appear dull and
sticky due to hard water.
Hard water can have other
effects, too. Over time, the
water can deposit miner-

Considering hard water is
such a common concern,
a number of treatment
options exist. The main types
of water-softening systems
use either a packaged water
softener or a mechanical
water-softening unit.
Packaged water softeners
are chemicals that bond
with the calcium and magnesium ions in the water so
that they cannot interfere
[MXLGPIERMRKIJ½GMIRG]
These chemicals fall into two
categories: precipitating and
nonprecipitating. Precipitat-

ing softeners are borax and
washing soda and can affect
pH levels of water and make
water cloudy. Nonprecipitating softeners use phosphates. Alkalinity won’t be
increased, and usually there
is no cloudiness or buildup.
These products are typically
added to laundry loads and
the like and are not recommended for drinking water.
Mechanical water-softening systems are hooked up
directly to the plumbing of
the house. They are ion-exchange systems that will add
salt to the water. Although
it can be safe to drink, softened water may not be recommended for those who
are on low-sodium diets.
Hard water is a problem
many homeowners have to
face. It can affect a home’s
appliances’ performance
and cleaning abilities. Water
hardness can be managed,
and it is best to consult with
an expert water-softening
system manufacturer about
your options. 

Heating homes more efficiently
With colder weather right around the corner, many homeowners are once again giving
thought to their home heating needs and
if it is possible to heat their homes more
IJ½GMIRXP]
The United States Department of Energy
reports that more than half of the energy
used in a typical home goes toward heating
and cooling costs. With energy costs continually on the rise, many homeowners want to
make the most of their heating systems and
YWIXLILIEXMRXLIQSWXIJ½GMIRXQERRIV
possible.
A heating system is most effective when
the home is free from drafts. Before investing in a new furnace or considering other
drastic changes, determine if a few simple
repairs can help your heating system perJSVQQSVIIJ½GMIRXP]'LIGOEVSYRHHSSVW
and windows for drafts that could force
heating systems to work harder, and seal
ER]PIEOW]SY½RH8LMWEPWS[MPPLIPTMRXLI
summer when you are trying to keep the
house as cool as possible. Determine if cold
EMVMWMR½PXVEXMRKXLILSQIIPWI[LIVIWYGLEW
from around pipes leading to the outdoors.
Caulking or foam insulation can remedy the
situation.
Adding extra insulation in garages and
attics also can help. The DOE says if insulation is less than R-30, the home probably
can use more. If after increasing insulation
your home still feels drafty, it may require
additional insulation in the exterior walls.
Invest in a quality thermostat. Many
modern room thermostats allow homeowners to set different temperatures for
different times of day, and some even allow

homeowners to establish a different heating
schedule for the weekends. Programmable
thermostats allow homeowners to keep
their homes cooler when unattended or
during sleeping hours. The heat can be programmed to turn on or increase in temperature when residents are expected to return
home after school or work.
While homeowners are improving heating
IJ½GMIRG]XLI]WLSYPHVIZIVWIXLIHMVIGXMSR
of ceiling fan blades. Having the blades spin
clockwise will draw down the hot air that
rises to the ceiling and allow it to better
¾S[XLVSYKLXLILSQI
In addition to these suggestions, homeowners can employ these other energy- and
cost-saving measures.
• Reuse oven heat. After cooking a meal in
the oven, open the oven door and let the
residual heat escape into the kitchen and the
rest of the house. Note, it is not safe to heat
a home with the oven, and the oven should
be turned off before opening the door.
• Add a little humidity. Moist air tends to
hold heat better. Add some humidity to dry
indoor air, particularly if the relative humidity
of the home as measured with a hygrometer
is below 25 percent. Houseplants and home
aquariums can add some warm moisture to
the air and reduce reliance on heat.
• Limit use of exhaust fans. After showering
or cooking, keep the exhaust fan on for as
little time as possible so that warm air is not
drawn out of the home.
,IEXMRKELSQIIJ½GMIRXP]QIERWVIHYGMRK
drafts, programming the thermostat and
making the most of other ways to warm up.
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Losing friends
By S.D. Shapiro

In the fast paced
21st century we’ve
traded common
sense for
the ability to
quickly look up
information
on the internet.
We’ve forgotten
We’ve
forrgotten
g
our
manners and
civilityy.
civility.
How do we get
back
to our roots?
roots?
o
Can we get back?
Food for
thought . . .

As you travel down
the road of liffe you will
be joined by friends and
acquaintances. They make
the journey pleasant and
enjoyable . Along the waay,
you will lose some friends;
time has a waay of doing
that.. Sometimes the reason
you lose those friends is a
myster y.
One of the easy waayys
to lose a friend is to get
married.. If the actual
commitment to the love
of your liffe does not scare
awa
way your friend simply ask
them to be par t of your
wedding par tyy. Tuurn the
pressure up by asking friends
to be your best man or
bridesmaid. These positions
of honor usually come with
a monetar y investment.

Best men usually haave to
throw a bachelor par ty and
bridesmaids haave bridal
shower s,, bachelorette par tyy,
and “beautiful” dresses and
shoes to purchase. Haave
a destination wedding and
never see or hear from
them again.. Please note,
this system does
not wor k on family;
you are stuck with
them.
Another waay to
lose friends is to ask any
them to be the god parent
to your child.
hild. Step
St one is
i
to make sure you haave a
child.. Next ask your friend
to be the god parent. Again,
responsibility will scare
them aw
way shor tly after the
ceremony. Responsibility
tends to make friends r un

for
o the hills.
Divorce
is another
friend
losing

enterprise. Besides ditching
your spouse , of cour se ,
some friends will be
collateral damage. Some
will side with your ex and
some will stick with you.

Lesser-known informa
ation about Halloween

At the beginning ever yone
tries to plaay Switzer land and
remain neutral but it never
staayys that way. Eventually
people choose sides. You
o
will be surprised when old
friends side with your ex.
Loaning a friend money is
EWYVI½VI[E]XSPSWIXLIQ
$20 and they are gone.
They will cross the
street if they see
you coming.
The

simplicity of it will leaave
you wondering why you did
not just lend some friends a
saawb
w uck soonerr.
Another temporar y trick
to getting rid of friends
is asking friends to help
you move. Your
o friends
who normally haave open
schedules will suddenly
FIGSQIWSGMEPFYXXIV¾¾MIW

and wor kaholics. They will
abandon you quicker than
rats leaavving a sinking ship.
You
o will haave to move on
to second string friends and
ter tiar y acquaintances to get
the sofa moved. Your
o heaavvy
boxes will be entr usted to
some guy you just met at a
church group.
Misunder standing is
a myster y that leaaves
friendships in its wake. You
o
said something. They said
something. You
o might not
ever know what exactly
happened.. Suddenly your
friend is gone. A simply
ETSPSK]QMKLX½\XLI
problem but you do
not even know
what you did
that requires
an apologyy.
When it comes down to
losing a friend,, it is easier
than you think.. Holding
on to the good friends is
the secret to liffe. Stop and
think, “What would my
mother say?”” She would saay,
“Real friends don’t cost a
dime and are more valuable
than gold.”

es,, hijinks and an often
Halloween is a day of costumes,
unhealthy helping of sugar y sweets.. Many celebrants know
ncient Celtic festivals,
e
, such as
that Halloween evolved from ancient
Samhain,, which mar ked the end of the har vest season and
the daaw
wn of winterrr.. Celts were no longer spending long daays
y
in the pastures,, and so they gat
gathered in their homes to tell
stories and wait out the winterr. When Christianity spread,
Halloween became inter twined
d with a feeast daay dedicated
to the saints and deceased loved ones. “All Hallows Even,”
eventually got shor tened to “Hallowe’en,” and then Halloween.
Though cer tain par ts of Halloween histor y are wellknown,, there are many additional interesting facts about this
beloved holidaay that are less widel
wi y known. The follo
o wing
are some lesser known Halloween tidbits,, cour tesy of the
websites, The Thought & Expression Company and Random
Histor y, as well as “The Halloween Handbook”” (Citadel
Press) by Ed Morrow.
8LI½V WXNEGOSPERXIVRW[IVIQEHIJVSQXYVRMTWERH
beets.. Pumpkins were used after Halloween was brought to
Nor th America.
• The word “witch”” is thought to come from the Olde
English word “wicce ,” meaning “wise woman.” Witches once
were held in high regard.
• Pumpkins actually are a fr uit,, a type of squash that is a
member of the gourd family. Its cousins include cucumber s,
melons,, and other squashes.
• Trick-orr--treating may haave originated with a European
custom called “souling.” On All Soul’s Daay, ear ly Christians
would ggo doorr--to-door begging
gg g for
o “soul cakes,” which were
square pieces of bread with currants. The more cakes a
per son received,, the more prayer s he or she would promise
to the dead relatives of the cake donor s.
• Witches maay haave r ubbed a sacred ointment made with
a hallucinogenic herb onto their skin. This gaave them a feeeling
SJ¾]MRKERHMJXLI]LEHFIIRJEWXMRKXLI]JIPXIZIRKMHHMIV
ack,, but those who were poor
Many witches rode on hor seback,
traveled on fo
oot and carried a broom to launch themselves
over streams.
• One-quar ter of all the candy sold each year is purchased

around Halloween.. Halloween candy sales in the United
States average about $2 billion annually.
• Some people still celebrate the ancient Celtic customs
of Samhain.. Many fo
ollower s of various pagan religions,, such
as the Dr uids and Wiccans,, obser
ob ve this day as a religious
feestival and a memorial daay for
o their deceased friends.. It also
is a night to practice various for
o ms of divination.
• The owl is a popular Halloween symbol.. In Medieval
Europe, owls were thought to be witches.
8LI½V WXORS[RQIRXMSRSJXVMGOSVXVIEXMRK[EWJSYRHMR
print in 1927 in Blackie, Alber ta,
ta, Canada.
Canada
• Ireland is believed by many to be the bir thplace of Halloween.
• Both Salem,, Massachusetts,, and Anoka,, Minnesota,, are the
self-proclaimed Halloween capitals of the wor ld.
Halloween is a mysterious time, born of various feestivals,
rituals and symbolism.. Over several centuries,, the celebration has evolved into a holidaay enjoyed by millions,, each in
their own difffeerent waayys. 
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AX Tactical
by Al Dorantes

& repairs, weapon upgrades, optics
& mounts, platform upgrades, lights
KVMTWVI½RMWLMRKERH'IVEOSXIKYR
coating. Cerakote, is the industry
leader in ceramic coatings. Cerakote is
EGIVEQMGFEWIH½RMWLXLEXGERFIETplied to metals, plastics, and wood. The
unique formulation enhances a number
of physical performance properties
including abrasion/wear resistance, corrosion resistance, chemical resistance,
impact strength, and hardness. CereOSXMRK]SYV½VIEVQ[MPPEHHHYVEFMPMX]
and will keep your gun looking sharp
for years.

Located at 4947 Commercial Dr STE
2, Yorkville, New York, AX Tactical LLC,
is a retail Firearms pro shop, custom
gunsmithing, and Law Enforcement
suppler. They cater to hunters, target
shooters, competition shooters, and all
those who take shooting seriously. AX
Tactical also supplies law enforcement
[MXL½VIEVQW0)WYTTPMIWERHVIPEXIH
services.
AX Tactical was formed by a group of
defense contractors from the aerospace industry with a background in
high quality engineering and design.
AX Tactical has developed a team that
will provide you with the optimal tactical system. Working with experienced
tactical operators, gunsmiths, and
competitive shooters they ensure that
whether you are operating in Afghanistan, plinking at the range, patrolling the
WXVIIXWSJ'IRXVEP2I[=SVOSVE½IVGI
competition shooter or hunter, AX TacXMGEPLEWXLI½VIEVQWERHEGGIWWSVMIW
XS½X]SYVRIIHW
AX Tactical, was formed by 4 partners,
Pat Baskinger, Mary Carol Chruscicki,
Scott Ciufo, and Paul Fostini. With
the exception Paul Fostini, the partners are engineers and government
contractors from the defense industry.
The partners opened AX Enterprises
to provide research and development
for the government. They Started AX
Tactical three years ago and began by
applying for the necessary licenses.
Their initial focus was building AR15
platforms for public and law enforcement and military. Due to the political
GPMQEXIEXXLIXMQIXLI]GSYPHR´X½RH
parts needed to manufacture their
½VIEVQW8LIRI\XPSKMGEPWXIT[EWXS
take their excellent location and turn it
into a retail location.
The good location on Commercial
Drive combined with the Safe Act
made going retail an easy decision. AX
Tactical started selling NY compliant
WIQMEYXSQEXMGVM¾IW8LIJIEXYVIPIWW
AR15 platform has no pistol grip, no
muzzle device, or bayonet lug.

Paul Fostini holds one of AX Tactical's NYS
compliant AR15
Gunsmith Dom builds all of AX
8EGXMGEP´W½VIEVQW8LIKYRWEVIEPP
LERHQEHIERHLERH½RMWLIH%<
8EGXMGEPLEWSYX½XXIHHITEVXQIRXW
[MXLTEXVSPVM¾IW8LI]EPWSGYWXSQize a tactical shotgun. AX Tactical will
GYWXSQM^IER]½VIEVQ

AX Tactical’s retail shop is well lit and
well stocked. They sell and service
such brands as; Glock, Savage Arms,
&IRIPPM7TVMRK½IPH%VQSV]3VMWOER]
Arms, and more. Fostini said, “We will
WIPPER]PIKEP½VIEVQJVSQLYRXMRKXS
competition.” AX Tactical also buys
guns at their retail shop. They are
part of the Glock LE/First Responder
Program, among others which offers
PE[IRJSVGIQIRXERH½VWXVIWTSRHIVW
WTIGMEPHMWGSYRXWSR½VIEVQW
AX Tactical prides itself on customer
service. Their friendly, knowledgeable
staff can help customers whether they
EVIE½VWXXMQIKYRFY]IVSVETSPMGI
HITEVXQIRXSYX½XXMRKXLIMVXEGXMGEP
unit. Unlike many other shops they
are a pro shop; AX Tactical is staffed
with knowledgeable people. They
LEZIPE[IRJSVGIQIRX½VI½KLXIVW
marine reservist, and target shooters
among their personnel. They are the
only dealer in New York State with
ER**0ERH738 WTIGMEPSGGYTEXMSREP
tax) stamp. This allows AX Tactical to
produce, manufacture, and sell specialM^IH½VIEVQWXSPE[IRJSVGIQIRXERH
military.
Paul Fostini said, “We didn’t invent
the AR15 platform but we do make it
better.” For more information go to:
www.axtactical.com 

Made in Yorkville
AX Tactical offers a number of services including: transfers, gunsmithing,
GYWXSQ½VIEVQWFYMPHMRKMRWTIGXMSR

The origins of Oktoberfest
%PXLSYKL3OXSFIVJIWXSVMKMREXIHMR1YRMGL+IVQER]
3OXSFIVJIWXGIPIFVEXMSRWRS[XEOITPEGIEPPSZIVXLIKPSFI
They are a chance to enjoy the early autumn weather with
music, food, entertainment and, of course, German beer.
3OXSFIVJIWXMWEHE]JSPOJIWXMZEPXLEXFIKMRWEXXLIIRH
SJ7ITXIQFIVERHVYRWXLVSYKLXLI½VWX[IIOSJ3GXSFIV
Roughly six million people travel to Germany each year to
TEVXMGMTEXIMRXLISJ½GMEP3OXSFIVJIWX[LMPIQER]SXLIVW
attend festivities closer to home. While many people are
JEQMPMEV[MXLXLIJSSHWFIZIVEKIWERHTEKIERXV]SJ3OXSFIVJIWXXLI]QE]RSXFIWSWYVISJ3OXSFIVJIWX´WSVMKMRW
%GGSVHMRKXS,MWXSV]GSQXLI½VWX3OXSFIVJIWXXSSOTPEGI
SR3GXSFIV[LIR&EZEVMER'VS[R4VMRGI0SYMW
later to be known as King Louis I of Bavaria, married Princess
Therese von Sachsen-Hildburghausen. The citizens of Munich
[IVIMRZMXIHERHXLIJIWXMZMXMIW[IVILIPHSRXLI½IPHWMR
front of the city gates. Horse races took place and even-

tually concluded the festivities, both at the city gates and
elsewhere across Bavaria. The festival and horse races were
held once again the following year, giving rise to the tradition
SJ3OXSFIVJIWX8SMRGVIEWIXLITSXIRXMEPJSVJYRERHXEOI
advantage of longer days, the event was expanded from one
day to a few weeks, stretching through September and into
3GXSFIV
The tradition-rich horse race no longer takes place and
LEWR´XJSVQSVIXLER]IEVW&YXXLIJIWXMZIEXQSWTLIVI
still prevails. Huge tents are erected to accommodate the
PEVKIGVS[HW7MRGIXLIXVEHMXMSREPJIWXMZEPSTIRMRKLEW
FIIREX[IPZIKYRWEPYXIERHXLIXETTMRKSJXLI½VWXOIKSJ
3OXSFIVJIWXFIIVEXF]XLI1E]SVSJ1YRMGL[MXLXLI
GV]±3´^ETJXMW² ±-X´WXETTIH² 
1MPPMSRWSJTISTPITEVXMGMTEXIMR3OXSFIVJIWXGIPIFVEXMSRW
An abundance of food and millions of liters of beer are
available to enhance the fun. 
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Throw a hauntingly
good Halloween party
orange and black. Classically
eerie parties may feature ravens and crows, or they can
be subtlely spooky with red
candles and heavy curtains.

Tasty, themed treats are an important part of any Halloween party.
Halloween is a special
day that delights children
of all ages and helps adults
feel like kids at heart. Few
people want the fun to end
once trick-or-treating is over.
By throwing a Halloween
party, revelers can continue
celebrating well into the
evening.

When hosting a Halloween
party, it helps to determine
who will be in attendance
before making any plans.
Parties that include children
should be PG in nature, and
LSWXWWLSYPH½RHXLIVMKLX
balance between scary and
fun. While you want to have
a certain measure of the
macabre, make sure you

don’t send young guests
home with nightmares. Reserve gruesome decorations
and details for adult-only
parties.
Halloween parties do
not necessarily need to be
ghoulish to be fun. Try a glittery gala masquerade party
or decorate exclusively in

Many people can’t wait to
dress up for a Halloween
party, even picking out
their costumes months in
advance. Still, not everyone
feels comfortable donning
a costume. To welcome all
guests, don’t make costumes
mandatory. One way around
this is to set up a Halloween Disguise Table full of
accessories that anyone can
borrow and use to alter
their appearance. Goofy
glasses, strange hats, adhesive mustaches, or masks can
be fun. If someone didn’t
feel comfortable dressing in

full costume, he or she may
be more apt to pop in a set
of plastic fangs or put on a
spinning bow tie.
Food is an integral part of
any party and can enhance
Halloween soirées. Candy
is a pivotal component of
Halloween and you can play
off that theme at your party.
Set up a candy bar full of
appropriately hued candies
of all shapes and sizes. Put
them on display in clear
glass or plastic canisters so
they add to your Halloween
décor.

symbols of the holiday.
Cookie cutters can turn
sandwiches, desserts, biscuits
and many other foods into
different shapes. However,
foods also can be made a
tad more spooky simply by
renaming them or presenting them in interesting
containers. Why not serve
TYRGLSYXSJE½WLEUYEVMum? Other beverages can be
housed in jugs or old bottles
and labeled “potions.” Use
laboratory instruments, such
as petri dishes, vials and
beakers, to serve snacks.

Some people like to get
creative with Halloween
cuisine, crafting foods into
items that may look like
parts of the body or other

A Halloween party makes
for a fun night, and there
is no limit to what hosts
can do when planning their
scary soirées. 

How to show appreciation for military personnel
1MPMXEV]TIVWSRRIPEVIYRWYRKLIVSIW[LSWIWEGVM½GIW
for their country make it possible for hundreds of millions
of people to enjoy freedoms that many people across the
KPSFIHSRSXLEZI-RVIGSKRMXMSRSJXLSWIWEGVM½GIWQER]
people want to show their appreciation to both active and
retired servicemen and women. Fortunately, there are many

Mon, Tues, Sat • 10-2 Wed, Fri • 9:30-5:30

ways to do just that.
• Pitch in at home. According to the United States Department of Defense, the United States military currently deploys active duty personnel in nearly 150 countries. Many of
those troops are separated from their families for months at
EXMQIERHXLEXWITEVEXMSRGERQEOIXLMRKWHMJ½GYPXJSVXLIMV
loved ones back home. If a neighbor’s spouse is deployed
overseas, offer to help around the house. Whether it’s mowing their lawn, dropping their kids off at school or inviting
the whole family over for dinner one night each week, such
gestures can go a long way toward easing the burden faced
by spouses of deployed military personnel.
• Send gifts to active personnel. Servicemen and women
on active duty do not enjoy many of the luxuries that tend
to be taken for granted back home. But men and women
who want to show their appreciation can send care packages to active personnel serving overseas. An organization
such as Operation Gratitude (operationgratitude.com),
which to date has sent nearly 1.3 million care packages to
EGXMZITIVWSRRIPWIRHWGEVITEGOEKIW½PPIH[MXLWREGOW
entertainment, personal hygiene products and handmade
items. This provides active personnel a taste of home while
also letting them know their extraordinary efforts are appreciated and not forgotten.
• Volunteer at a veterans hospital. Unfortunately, many servicemen and women return home from their deployments
with injuries or health conditions that require long-term
care. By volunteering at veteran hospitals, men and women can help veterans overcome their injuries and provide
much-needed help to staff at hospitals that could use a
helping hand. Visit volunteer.va.gov for more information.
1EOIE½RERGMEPHSREXMSR*SVXLSWI[LS[ERXXSWYTport servicemen and women but don’t have much free time
XSHSWS½RERGMEPHSREXMSRWGERKSEPSRK[E]XS[EVHMQproving the quality of life of active and retired military personnel. Many programs work with veterans to improve their
UYEPMX]SJPMJIERHWYGLSVKERM^EXMSRWVIP]LIEZMP]SR½RERGMEP
donations to make their missions a reality. The Wounded
Warrior Project (woundedwarriorproject.org), for example,
works to honor and empower servicemen and women
who incurred physical or mental injuries or illnesses on or

after September 11, 2001. The organization relies on the
generosity of individuals who want to help wounded military
personnel overcome their injuries and illnesses. Based on
EYHMXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWSJXLI½WGEPIRHMRKSR
7ITXIQFIVTIVGIRXSJXSXEPI\TIRHMXYVIW
went to services and programs catering to wounded military
personnel and their families, assuring prospective donors
that their donations will go toward helping those in need.
There are many ways that civilians can express their gratitude to active and retired military personnel. 
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European Deli and Food Store

European Deli, South Main Street in Herkimer
by Daniel Baldwin
We’ve all grown accustomed to the large, sometimes huge
super center grocery stores of today, but there are also
many small independently owned food stores still operating.
Many of those take unique business tactics for attracting
their customers, to offer something unique.

The European Deli and Food Store is one of those small
unique food markets. It is located on S. Main St. in Herkimer.
When reading their sign in front of their store, one might assume that they sell everything including meats and cold cuts
that are imported from Europe. Margret, the story owner,
quickly corrected me as it is illegal to sell deli products
from a different country/continent; but meat is not the only
product that this store has to offer. The European Deli also
sells candy, packaged pasta, canned vegetable, and bottled
drinks that are made and shipped from Europe and many
other countries. This store even has coffee and oil preserves
that are packaged and shipped from six to seven different
European countries.

and other places, but we like Herkimer. We want to bring
more life to this town, like it used to be.”

“All of our items, except for our meats, are from a different
country,” Margret said.

When asked what goals The European Deli and Food
Store had, Laura said, “We want to seek and grow. We want
to stay open for business and become successful. To serve
people and make them happy. We want to offer a healthy
and good quality product.” Be sure to stop in and support
this great locally owned food store. As with any small store,
their success rides on the community support they are
given. The European Deli and Food Store is opened Tuesday-Friday 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. It is also open on Saturday from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

The process of creating and starting this business was a
big challenge for Margret and the rest of her staff, but the
)YVSTIER(IPMERH*SSH7XSVI½REPP]STIRIHMXWHSSVWMR
December of 2014.
The company had the choice of starting up in several local
communities, but Laura, a family member and supporter
of the business, said that the company wanted to start
their business in Herkimer in order to improve the village’s
economy.

People may think that there is a vast difference between
American and European food stores/markets, but they
are quite similar. According to the BBC website, both sell
the same original food and drink products, like chocolate,
bread, sausage, and all of the dairy products although BBC
also reported that European foods, which are sold in every
grocery store, are made and cooked differently.
“It’s (European Foods) a different recipe and have much
better quality,” Margret said. “It is a much better choice in
taste.”

“We want Herkimer to grow, succeed and be a good
town,” she said. “We had the choice to open in Mohawk

How to lower blood-sugar levels without medication
Diabetes is a disorder in which the body cannot properly
WXSVIERHYWIXLIIRIVK]JSYRHMRJSSH8SFIQSVIWTIGM½G
diabetes compromises the body’s ability to use glucose.
According to MediLexicon International, type 1 diabetes is
EREYXSMQQYRIHMWIEWIMR[LMGLXLIFSH][VSRKP]MHIRXM½IW
and then attacks pancreatic cells, which causes little to no
insulin production. Those with type 1 diabetes usually must
rely on insulin shots to remain healthy.

Work with a professional to create a healthy diet and
follow it as closely as possible. Eat meals at the same time
each day so you can better regulate blood-sugar spikes and
lulls. Skipping meals may cause you to overeat later in the
day, which can throw glucose levels off-kilter.
• Exercise: Many people with type 2 diabetes are carrying
around extra weight. Exercise can help them shed pounds
and maintain healthier weights.

8]TIHMEFIXIWMRZSPZIWMRWYPMRVIWMWXERGISVMRWYJ½GMIRX
insulin production and is the more common form of
diabetes. The pancreas may still produce insulin, but not
enough to meet the demands of the body. Insulin resistance
occurs in some cases because a consistent high bloodglucose level causes cells to be overexposed to insulin and
then makes cells less responsive or immune to its effects.

But exercise does more than just help you lose weight. The
Joslin Diabetes Center says strength training exercises are
an important component of workouts. By maintaining lean
muscle mass, you can get rid of a larger amount of glucose
in the bloodstream, thus helping manage diabetes in the
process. Get at least 20 to 30 minutes of moderate activity
several days per week.

Diabetes treatment can include a combination of strategies,
including the following nondrug remedies.

7YTTPIQIRXEXMSR7SQITISTPI½RHXLEXGIVXEMRREXYVEP
ingredients can help regulate blood-sugar levels. For
example, pure, organic apple cider vinegar taken over time
can help people with diabetes manage their blood-sugar
levels more effectively.

• Diet: Diabetics can work with their doctors and
nutritionists to come up with a diet that will be most
effective. Some advocate for eating foods that are low in
carbohydrates or ones with a low glycemic index. Others
say that it is more important to restrict caloric intake rather
than sugar intake.

A small amount of cinnamon per day may be able to
reduce fasting glucose levels by anywhere from 18 to 29
percent, according to a study in the Journal of Agricultural
and Food Chemistry.

Always speak with a doctor before trying any home
remedies to treat diabetes or exploring any alternatives to
traditional diabetes treatments. 
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Turn apple-picking excursions into apple pies
Certain activities are unique
to autumn, and apple-picking certainly falls into that
category. Many families look
forward to their annual trips

to nearby apple orchards,
where they can spend
beautiful autumn afternoons
picking fresh apples everyone can’t wait to take a bite
out of.

While fresh apples are a
delight on their own, few
ETTPIEJ½GMSREHSWGERVIWMWX
the temptation to make apple pie. If homemade apple
pie is on your agenda this

year, consider the following
recipe for “French Apple
Pie” from Mollie Cox Bryan’s
“Mrs. Rowe’s Little Book of
Southern Pies” (Ten Speed
Press).

French
Apple Pie
Makes one 9-inch pie
1

recipe Plain Pie Pastry (see below)

Raisin Filling
¹
GYTVEMWMRW
6
tablespoons water
¹
XIEWTSSRPIQSRNYMGI
¹
GYTPMKLXGSVRW]VYT
¹
XIEWTSSRWEPPTYVTSWI¾SYV
¹
XIEWTSSRWWYKEV
2
¹
¹
¹
¹
¹

apples (preferably a tart variety)
GYTFVS[RWYKEV
GYTWYKEV
XIEWTSSRKVSYRHGMRREQSR
XIEWTSSRKVSYRHRYXQIK
XIEWTSSRWGSVRWXEVGL

Icing
1
2
1

cup confectioners’ sugar
tablespoons water
tablespoon butter, softened

8SQEOIXLIVEMWMR½PPMRKGSQFMRIXLIVEMWMRW[EXIVERHPIQSRNYMGIMRELIEZ]WEYGITERSZIVQIHMYQLIEX&VMRKXSEFSMP
then lower the heat to medium-low and cook, stirring occasionally until the raisins are plump, about 15 minutes.
7ITEVEXIP]GSQFMRIXLIGSVRW]VYT¾SYVERHWYKEVERHQM\[IPPXLIREHHXSXLIVEMWMRWERHGSRXMRYIGSSOMRKWXMVVMRKSGGEWMSREPP]YRXMPXLMGOERHW]VYT]EFSYXQMRYXIW6IQSZIJVSQXLILIEXERHGSSPYRXMPXLIQM\XYVIMWNYWX[EVQEFSYXXS
15 minutes.
4VILIEXXLISZIRXS*0MRIEMRGLTMITPEXI[MXLVSPPIHSYXGVYWX
Peel the apples, cut them into thin wedges, and put them in a large bowl. Separately, combine the sugars, cinnamon, nutmeg,
and cornstarch, then add to the apples and gently stir until evenly mixed.
7TVIEHXLIETTPIQM\XYVIMRXLIGVYWXMRERIZIRPE]IVXLIRWTVIEHXLIVEMWMR½PPMRKIZIRP]SZIVXLIETTPIW&VYWLXLIVMQSJ
XLIGVYWX[MXL[EXIVGSZIV[MXLXLIWIGSRHVSPPIHSYXGVYWXWIEPERH¾YXISVGVMQTXLIIHKIWERHGYXEWXIEQZIRXMRXLI
center.
&EOIJSVXSQMRYXIWYRXMPKSPHIRFVS[R'SSPSRE[MVIVEGOJSVXSLSYVWYRXMPGSQTPIXIP]GSSP
To make the icing, combine the sugar and water and mix well. Add the butter and mix until smooth. Brush over the top of
the cooled pie before serving.

Plain
Pie Pastry
Makes two 9-inch pie crusts

1
¹
5

GYTWEPPTYVTSWI¾SYV
teaspoon salt
GYTZIKIXEFPIWLSVXIRMRK
to 7 tablespoons cold milk

7MJXXLI¾SYVERHWEPXMRXSEFS[P'YXMRXLIWLSVXIRMRK[MXLETEWXV]FPIRHIVYRXMPMXMWXLIWM^ISJWQEPPTIEW7TVMROPI
XEFPIWTSSRSJXLIQMPOSZIVTEVXSJXLI¾SYVQM\XYVI+IRXP]XSWW[MXLEJSVOERHTYWLXSXLIWMHISJXLIFS[P7TVMROPIERother tablespoon of milk over another dry part, toss with a fork and push to the side of the bowl. Repeat with the remainMRKQMPOYRXMPEPPSJXLI¾SYVQM\XYVIMWQSMWXIRIH
4VIWWXLIHSYKLXSKIXLIVXSJSVQIUYEPFEPPWXLIR¾EXXIRMRXSHMWOW6SPPSYXXLIGVYWXWVMKLXE[E]SV[VETXLIHSYKL
XMKLXP]WQSSXLMRKSYXER]PMXXPI[VMROPIWSVEMVTSGOIXWERHVIJVMKIVEXIJSVYTXS[IIOW3REPMKLXP]¾SYVIHWYVJEGIVSPPSYX
IEGLFEPPXSEXLMGORIWWSJ¹MRGL9WIEPMKLXXSYGLERHLERHPIXLIHSYKLEWPMXXPIEWTSWWMFPI
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Get your Fall on

by Carly Proulx
I don’t know about you, but tracking down
a corn maze, a haunted house, diving in a
pumpkin patch, and wandering through an
apple orchard are four musts on my “hurry
before winter arrives” list. It’s a race against
the clock, and there is only so much time
to breathe in the fresh air without the frost
bite. Many a farm has worked long and
hard to make theirs a choice destination for
those who like to get outside and indulge
in Fall festivities, and are always in need of
our support. And as luck would have it the
surrounding bounty of land throughout
Central New York has given those of us who
savor the outdoors and tradition quite the
selection in which to choose from.

Isn’t it always better to eat home cooked
meals this time of year? It’s a comfort like
no other. Yet if you suffer from allergies of
any and all things kitchen related it’s not
that easy to extend such repose to our
loved ones. Yet there is a way to attain such
satisfaction, and in the same vain a number
of ways to approach pumpkins. The very
best in my humble opinion being picking
your own! You can scoop them out and
save the seeds for roasting with a bit of salt,
carve up a jack-o-lantern to light up your

porch, save the pumpkin meat for your
grandmother’s passed down pie recipes, or
simply adorn your space all things Fall in a
Martha Stewart, and or Pinterest fashion. Let
us not forget if you pick a pumpkin straight
from the patch your chances of developing
a deep bond with your fruit are all the
more likely. And something I just learned, a
pumpkin is in fact a fruit belonging to the
Cucurbitaceae family alongside cucumbers,
melons, squash, and gourds. Trust me. If you
cook and bake with this fruit it will taste
better. When you admire Mr.“Jack” he will
look better, and when you hold it in your
EVQWJSVXLI½VWXXMQIXLMWLIEZ][IMKLX[MPP
even feel better. Not to mention this is a
tradition that helps to sustain farms who’ve
worked a labor intensive season to supply
their communities with sentiment, spooky

entertainment, and friendly fun.
Before we know it being outside will mean
covering ourselves head to toe, and running
MRTPEGIXSOIITSYV½RKIVWERHXSIWJVSQ
going numb. Already the temperature seems
to be dropping at an eager to freeze rate.
Yet it’s all the more reason to indulge in
this season’s offerings. As there are too
many hiking spots around to count with the
Adirondacks an arm’s reach and a short
drive away now is prime time to check

out the turned leaves from on high. Make
yourself some hot cider to come home to,
maybe add a little swig of spirit, and you’ll
have had yourself an adventure to last the
winter. The crackling of the leaves, and their
wind conducted mid air loops won’t be
around for very long. Fall is one of our blink
of an eye seasons, gone before it arrives. A
love affair not meant to be endured like our
friend Father Winter, but a train of transition
to the long cold nights soon to swallow us
whole. And it is transition that is at the heart
of any up kept tradition. We move forward,
adapting to change quick as we can to
witness our kids outgrow their clothes and
favorite pastimes, and assist our parents and
elders adjust to the inevitable aging process.
There is no button to press that will slow
down or rewind life, as much as we’d all
love to take a vote. And so we must keep
some things alive while we have the power
to do so. The legacy of family values and
the foundation those values are built upon
are within us all, and what better way to
transition than with nature undergoing this
very same thing all around you.
If you weren’t as lucky as I was, a kid whose
parents made sure pumpkin pie and caramel
apples were a staple every Autumn than
don’t be afraid to begin anew, and start from
scratch your own seasonal customs. And it
doesn’t necessarily have to be any one of
the traditions I mentioned above, though I’d
recommend you do each of those things at
least once in your lifetime. It’s mainly about

making memories, and at this time of year
with the wafting of spices, stove top steam,
and waves of nostalgia we should make the
room to create new ones as the old ones
drift away. And when you least expect it
they might come back.
When you’re walking by a house strewn
with corn stalks and pumpkins, or when
you’re wrapped up in succumbing to your
own seasonally festive efforts you’ll see
yourself twenty years ago tackling your than
twice your size older brother down into
ETMPISJQYPXMGSPSVIHPIEZIWERHWXYJ½RK
your mouth with all the caramels meant to
be melted down for a bag of fresh picked
apples while your mother raises her brows
right before curving one side of her mouth
upward in a half smile that lets you know
she only half disapproves. 
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Sophisticated outhouse lacks string
By Joe Parzych
Caitlyn Shea Butler, a civil engineering professor at the
University of Massachusetts designed a better outhouse that
composts human waste while generating electricity; a boon
for folks in third world countries and Thoreau emulators.
The news of this outhouse brings to mind a situation that
developed in Leyden, Massachusetts some time ago, when
a busybody complained that Stephen Laing was vacationing
for a couple of weeks in his Walden-like cabin in a remote
location in the woods and—gasp—was using an outhouse!
For emulating Henry David Thoreau, who had lived yearround for over two years at Walden Pond in a cabin without
electricity, indoor plumbing, or water under pressure, Laing
was busted. The Leyden Board of Health, whose mission is
to protect folks from themselves, condemned Laing’s cabin
for not meeting Minimum Standards of Fitness for Human
Habitation citing not only a lack of a septic system, but an
absence of electricity and “water under pressure.”
Though Laing had ready access to pristine spring water, it
was, alas, not under pressure. Had he kept a seltzer bottle
handy, as I suggested, he could have avoided that pitfall. Now,
with a sophisticated electricity producing privy invented
by the UMass professor, and armed with a seltzer bottle,
Laing would also be able to dodge the accusation of not
having electricity, leaving him with only to deal with the lack
of a proper septic system which he would not need, and

which, ironically, would percolate harmful pathogens into
the groundwater, which the UMass professor pointed out, is
something her privy avoids.
I felt compelled to caution Laing against rushing to build
a UMass replica. A picture of the sophisticated UMass
outhouse in a local newspaper clearly showed two blatant
health code violations. The privy has no ramp, making it
handicapped inaccessible, nor do the stairs have a handrail.
It seems to me that anyone capable of slogging through the
woods to this remote spot would also be able to navigate
the privy’s three stairs without hanging onto a handrail.
Wheelchair folks would need to keep out of the woods.
I don’t know if Laing ever cleared a swath of trees for a
septic system and another swath through the woods to
enable septic system builders access to the site and for the
power company to set poles in order to bring in electricity, but it occurred to me that this super-duper electricity
producing UMass outhouse might be a solution to Laing’s
dilemma, In one fell swoop it would provide a non-polluting outhouse as well as generate electricity. However, Laing
would still need to keep a seltzer bottle handy to satisfy
the “water under pressure” requirement to meet Minimum
Standards of Fitness for Human Habitation strictly inforced
by the Leyden Health Police.
Not long after my “Health Police at work in Leyden” article
appeared in the Recorder Newspaper, a reader of my mem-

oir, Jep’s Place, read about our family’s outhouse and sent
me this ditty:
My father was a frugal man
And wasted not a thing.
He had a corncob in our outhouse,
Suspended upon a string.
4IVLETW4VSJIWWSV7LIE&YXPIVQMKLXEHHXLEXVI½RIQIRX
to her privy design serving third world folks who might
otherwise not have ready access to toilet tissue. 
Parzych, author of Jep’s Place, is a retired excavating contractor
who had operated heavy equipment by day while writing as a
free-lance writer by night. He has written for a number of publications such as Yankee Magazine, Yankee Books, New England
Monthly, Berkshire Magazine and a number of Sunday, daily,
and weekly newspapers, as well as writing for farming, growing,
construction, mining, forestry trade publications for Lee Newspapers, Inc., The Montague Reporter, and recently for Editor. He
is also working on a sequel to Jep’s Place. Lacking any sort of
imagination, he has named it Leaving Jep’s Place, which recounts
his stint as a Staff Car Driver in Washington,D.C., travels in the
U.S., then as a paratrooper and public relations writer in the
11Th Airborne Division of the Army of Occupation in Japan.

The Civilian Conservation Corps
By Joseph Parzych
One day, an olive green Army truck
with a canvas covered body on back,
like a covered wagon, pulled up to a
neighbor’s wood lot next to our farm.
The woodlot was so overgrown with
FVYWLXLEXMX[EWHMJ½GYPXXSQEOI]SYV
way through the woods.
A dozen men hopped out of the
truck and immediately began to clear
brush and deadwood. The men were
dressed in Army clothes, making me
think they might be soldiers. They
stacked brush and deadwood in a big
TMPIERHWIXMXE½VI7SSRXLIFSR½VI
was burning merrily. The men roamed
farther and farther away gathering
more brush and deadwood to feed
XLIKVS[MRK½VI*PEQIWPIETIHLMKLIV
ERHLMKLIVQEOMRKQIJIEVXLI¾EQIW
[SYPHPMKLXEXVIIE½VIERHWTVIEH
EGVSWWXLIPERHWGETIEWEJSVIWX½VI
The only man not working was the
one who was left with the truck. He
leisurely polished and tinkered with
the truck, humming a tune. He pried
the horn button from the center of
the steering wheel with a screwdriver
and adjusted the contact prongs so the
horn would sound when he pushed
the button.
“Don’t you have to work?” I asked.
“No, I’m the truck driver; that’s my
job,” he said rather proudly; I have a
higher rank and I get paid more.” He
made it sound like being a truck driver
was a very good profession. Driving
was fun, you didn’t have to work, you
stayed clean, and the pay was high.
What more could you want?
;LIRXLI'''GVI[½RMWLIH
clearing the brush and raked over the
HIEHGSEPWSJXLIFSR½VIXLI[SSHW
looked like a national park. The man
in charge then approached my father

about cleaning and whitewashing the
interior of our cow barn. The service
was free, he said. My father was all for
it, but he wondered what the catch
was. The foreman, who was sweettalking my father, produced a paper for
him to sign. My father, who couldn’t
read English, asked what was written
on the paper.
“It’s just says you’re giving us permission to do the work and that you
won’t hold the CCC liable in case a
window or something gets broken.”
“Aha! I knew there was a catch. One
of them might light a cigarette, set the
LE]SR½VIFYVRXLIFEVRHS[RERH
then where would I be? I don’t think I
want to sign the paper; I can clean the
barn, myself.”
My mother, who had sent me out
to the CCC crew in the woods with
a tray of fresh baked buns, from time
to time, was more trusting than my
father, especially since her son John was
also in the CCC in Maine, probably

doing the same sort of thing. I thought
about my half-brother Johnnie, far from
home, and I hoped he’d run into more
trusting people in Maine, than my skeptical father.
The CCC had been started by Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933 during the
depression as a public works program
during the Dust Bowl era. It was one of
XLI½VWX2I[(IEPTVSKVEQWHIWMKRIH
to relieve unemployment among
young men, get them off the streets
and build good citizenship while they
were focused on soil conservation and
reforestation. In less than 10 years the
CCC built more than 800 parks and
planted nearly 3 million trees, mainly
in the west, which prevented another
dust bowl from occurring.
FDR was able to get the CCC off to a
fast start by putting it under the Army’s
GSRXVSP1ER]JSVQIV%VQ]SJ½GIVW
were employed in supervisory roles.
The CCC used WWI surplus boots,
uniforms and vehicles. The whole organization operated under control of the
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The various types of RVs
torized RVs but without the driving cab. They can be hitched
to the back of a vehicle. Travel trailers are popular because
of their versatility. Travel trailers can be ideal for those with
limited budgets but the desire to have a self-contained unit.

Vacations are a great way to recharge and get some time
away from the daily grind. While many working men and
women take one or two vacations per year, recreational
vehicle owners can travel more often without breaking the
bank.

• Pop-up: Folding camping trailers, or pop-up trailers, are
inexpensive and lightweight. They provide many of the conveniences found in a basic travel trailer but in a smaller size.

Recreational vehicles, or RVs, are often referred to as
campers or motor homes. Equipped with many amenities,
ranging from kitchens to multiple sleeping areas to entertainment spaces, RVs offer many of the comforts of home.

*MJXL[LIIP-J]SYS[RETMGOYTXVYGOE½JXL[LIIPXVEMPIV
may be good for you. These hitch to the top of the pickup
bed and have similar features to a traditional travel trailer.

The Recreational Vehicle Industry Association says RV
ownership is currently at an all-time high. According to Dr.
Richard Curtin, RV industry analyst and director of consumer surveys at the University of Michigan, 8.9 million households now own an RV. That’s up from 7.9 million in 2005.

RVs make great investments for men and women who love
the open road. They also are a great way to take the entire
family on an affordable and memorable vacation. 

Drivers considering buying an RV may have many questions about these increasingly popular vehicles. RVs come in
two main types: motorized and towable. Understanding the
differences between the two and the various subcategories
of RV can help drivers make the most informed decisions
when purchasing their RVs.

Did You Know?

Motorized
Motorized RVs are broken down by class, including class A,
B and C. The distinction between the classes of RV is based
on size.
• Class A: This class of motor home is very large and offers
all of the comforts you’d expect from home. Many people
who purchase a class A RV plan to travel all year long. Slideouts can expand the living area when parked, and full bathrooms, complete kitchens and more are the norm. Because
of their size, class A RVs tend to be the most expensive and
may be more vehicle than many people can afford. Their
large size (many look like a bus on the road) can make them
HMJ½GYPXXSREZMKEXIJSVRSZMGIW
• Class B: Class B RVs are often referred to as “van conversions.” Class B are the smallest, fully enclosed campers
available in the motorized category. Living space is limited
in these RVs, but economy and versatility make them quite
popular. Usually these campers can sleep between two and
four people.

• Class C: Class C RVs are a compromise between types
A and B. Class C are mid-sized with a driver’s compartment similar to a van and a larger box in the back for the
living area. Some come with a sleeping bunk above the cab.
(ITIRHMRKSRXLI¾SSVTPERGPEWW'GEQTIVWGERWPIITYT
to 10 people.
Towable
Towable RVs are another option and can be more affordable because they can be pulled behind your existing vehicle.

Johnny had dropped out of high
school but took evening classes while
in the CCC. There were also a woodworking shop where the men could
learn a trade when the snow was too
deep to work in the woods. Johnny
brought home gifts for us that he’d
made in the woodshop. He gave me a
coin bank made from a section of popular tree. He’d bored out the center
and put in a cap with a slot for coins,
then burned MAINE into the bark. I
didn’t save many coins but I treasured
the bank as proof that he thought
warmly of me.

goods, pasta, and cereals,
among other foods. Barley
is present in food coloring, soups, malt vinegar,
and beer. Rye is found in
rye bread, certain beers
and cereals, while triticale
may be present in certain
breads, pastas and cereals.
If guests have gluten allergies or are suffering from
Celiac disease, look for
foods that are designated
as gluten-free. Many grocers now offer numerous
gluten-free products to
cater to the growing
number of individuals
who no longer consume
gluten.

• Travel trailers: Travel trailers look similar to traditional mo-

CCC from previous
You had to be 17 to join, but as
in my half-brother John’s case, they
sometimes bent the rules because
John was only 16 which they recorded
as 17. Times were tough; many young
men showed up poorly clothed. Some
arrived barefooted and hungry. One
teenager arrived with his older brother,
both barefoot and starving. He wrote
home, “We didn’t have anything to
eat for a three days when we joined.
They fed us pork chops for supper, and
when I asked for another, they gave me
two.”

According to the Celiac Disease Foundation,
gluten is the general
name for proteins found
in wheat, rye, barley and
triticale. That’s an important thing for party hosts
to know, as many people
now follow gluten-free
diets. When planning
party menus, hosts should
ask guests if they adhere
to gluten-free diets, as
consuming gluten can
trigger an abnormal immune system response in
people who have Celiac
disease, potentially causing
damage to the small intestine. Wheat is commonly
found in bread, baked

The Mohawk Homestead
The CCC built their living quarters
as well as over 800 state parks. They
FYMPXVSEHWERHHEQWEWWMWXIHPSGEP½VI
HITEVXQIRXWHYVMRK½VIWERHWXSGOIH
WXVIEQW[MXL½WL8LSYKLXLI'''
planted millions of trees in the West
for reforestation and soil conservation,
Johnny mostly cleared woods of underbrush, as the crew had done in the
woodlot next to our farm.
The CCC stationed recruits at camps
far from home. That way their horizons
were expanded and it discouraged
desertion. The recruits met girls at
dances held for them in nearby towns.
Many married and settled down in
the communities where they were
stationed, since most girls didn’t want
to move far from home. Johnny didn’t
meet a girl but he met a family and
became lifelong friends with one of the
boys. The family deeded John an island
in Maine where he vacationed each
summer for decades before he died at
47. The son, who was about Johnny’s
age, became a lifelong friend who also
visited John on his vacations.
Enlistments were for a 6 month
period, but John, like many others,

re-enlisted for another 6 month hitch.
Unemployment was high until WWII
when the CCC was disbanded. Many
of the former CCC enlistees joined the
regular Army where they adjusted well,
having learned discipline and responsibility in the CCC. John had chronic
ear problems and was rejected by the
Army, but the CCC had a positive
effect on his life. Though he hadn’t
graduated from high school when
he joined the CCC he took evening
classes, and after discharge enrolled in
the Stockbridge School of Agriculture
in Massachusetts. He later managed the
experimental turkey farm at Cornel
University where he enjoyed a comfortable residence, salary, and lifestyle
as one of the faculty.
The U.S. has the largest prison population in the world, largely of young
people convicted of drug related
crimes. There are many who believe
the CCC program should be revived
to get young men off of the streets,
and direct them into a productive
lifestyle away from a life of crime, particularly in the inner cities. It seems like
a better plan than continuing to swell
our prison population. 

62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841
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The Witch and the Spirit of Factory Hollow

By Joe Parzych
Fall River straddles Factory Hollow, delineating the boundary between Gill and
+VIIR½IPH1%8LILSPPS[[EWSRGIE
LSXFIHSJPSGEPMRHYWXV]6IWMHIRX[MXGL
3PH1SXLIV8LEXGLIV[LSSJXIRHVIWWIHMR
a long black cloak, did not deny she was a
[MXGL7LIXSPHJSVXYRIWERH[EWEGGYWIH
SJEPPWSVXWSJQMWGLMIJ%GGSVHMRKXSPSGEP
histories, Ezekiel Bascom who owned the
grist mill at the falls said the witch stopped
his mill wheels from turning and all efforts
to get them turning, failed until the spell was
PMJXIH-RERSXLIVMRWXERGI1V&EWGSQ´WS\IR
stopped in their tracks, and no amount of
efforts to get them to move would budge
XLIQ*MREPP]EJS\GEQIVYRRMRKSYXJVSQ
YRHIVLMWS\GEVXERHXLIS\IRTPSHHIHSR
8LSYKL3PH1SXLIV8LEXGLIV[EWRS[LIVI
RIEVXLIS\IRSVGEVXMX[EWTPEMRXSEPPXLEX
XLI[MXGL[EWWYVIP]XSFPEQI%[SQER
named Dewey once became bewitched and
began to sweat until she appeared soaked
EWMJWLILEHFIIRMQQIVWIHMRXLIVMZIV%PP
XLIWIERIGHSXIWGSRGIVRMRK3PH1SXLIV
Hubbard are recorded in the History of
+VIIR½IPH
-RE,MWXSV]SJ+MPPEVIGSVHIHERIGHSXI
GVIHMXW3PH1SXLIV8LEXGLIV´WHEYKLXIV
7EPP],EXLE[E]EWVITP]MRK[LIREWOIHMJLIV
QSXLIV[IVIE[MXGL±0SV´W]2SQSVI´R-
be,” then whispered, “but she do have some
[MXGLIV]FSSOW²
±3PH1SXLIV8LEXGLIV[EWWYVIXSFI
present at all public gatherings and came in
JSVQYGLNSWLMRKERHLIGOPMRK-RXLIGSYVWI
of years she acquired the art of scolding
as only an irate woman can scold who has
PIEVRIHXLIOREGO3RSRISJXLIERRYEP
election days she became provoked beyond
all control and retaliated by pronouncing a
[MXGL´WGYVWISRXLIWTSX³JSVEPPXMQI´ ²
8LI0IREVH;SSP*YPPMRK1MPPFYMPXSJWXSRI
WXSSHSRXLI+VIIR½IPHWMHI[LIVI[SSP
[EWFIEXIRERH¾YJJIHXSKMZIMXFSH]%
machine shop in the same building machined
TEVXWXSOIITXLIQMPPMRSTIVEXMSR%JEGXSV]

weaving cloth of wool and cotton operated
SRXLI+VIIR½IPHWMHIEPSRK[MXLEWLSI
shop that turned out shoes and boots for
'MZMP;EVWLSYPHIVW%KVMWXQMPPERHWE[QMPP
STIVEXIHSRXLI+MPPWMHI-XXSSOEVSYRHabout circuitous trip to get from one side
of Factory Hollow to the other until the
8S[RSJ+MPPGSQQMWWMSRIHXLIFYMPHMRKSJE
[SSHIRFVMHKI
*VSQE,MWXSV]SJ+MPP±3R(IGE
GSQQMXXIIETTSMRXIHF]8LI8S[RSJ+MPPXS
build a bridge across the Fall River, promised
XSTE]%RHVI[%HEQWSVSVHIVSRILYRHVIHERHX[IRX]½ZI(SPPEVWF]XLI½VWXHE]
SJ2SZIQFIVRI\XMRGEWLSV+VEMRTSVO
SV¾E\JSVFYMPHMRKWEMH&VMHKIXLITVMGISJ
WEMHKVEMRTSVO ¾E\XSFIVIKYPEXIHF]XLI
TVMGIGSYVERXMR+VIIR½IPH²
8LI[SSHIRFVMHKI[EWWSSRW[ITXE[E]
and several more after that, “---high water
during intervening years having carried away
too many bridges to enumerate,” according
XSELMWXSV]SJ+VIIR½IPH-RRIEVP]
a hundred years later, a steel bridge with
wood planking was built and in use until
[LIRXLI/IPPILIV'SVTSVEXMSRSJ
8YVRIVW*EPPWFYMPXXLI*VIRGL/MRK,MKL[E]
F]TEWWMRK%HEQW6SEH[LMGLSVMKMREPP]VER
through Factory Hollow, forking off to a
wooden bridge located further south of the
*EGXSV],SPPS[QMPPW8LIVSEHSRGIPIHXS
XLI6MZIVWMHIWIGXMSRSJ+MPPERHXS8YVRIVW
*EPPW8LIFVMHKIMWKSRIFYXHV]PEMHWXSRI
abutments of the wooden bridge still stand,
FYXXLIFVMHKI[EWLIHE[E]½VQP]FIPMIZIH
by all to have occurred as a result of Old
1SXLIV8LEXGLIV´WGYVWIHWTIPPGEWX±JSVEPP
XMQI²
8LIKVMWXERHWE[QMPPFYVRIHPIEZMRKNYWX
EWXSRIXS[IVFILMRH,SQIV0E1SYRXEMR
GPEMQIHLI´HWIX½VIXSMX8LIGPEMQLEHXLI
ring of truth because Homer had torched
his own house, earlier in the Great DepresWMSR,SQIVLEHFYMPXEWYQTXYSYWLSQI
HYVMRKXLIVSEVMRK´WFYXLEHJEPPIRSR
hard times during the Great Depression,
and he was far behind in mortgage pay-

QIRXW8SJSVIWXEPPJSVIGPSWYVILIXSVGLIH
LMWLSYWIF]TSYVMRKOIVSWIRISRXLI¾SSV
and up the staircase of the nice new house,
EGGSVHMRKXS,SQIV8LIVSEHXSXLILSYWI
[EWQYHH]4ISTPIGSQMRKXSKSTEXXLI
VEKMRK½VIGPSKKIHXLIVSEH8LISRP]EZEMPEFPI½VIXVYGOEVVMZIHWSQIXMQIPEXIVJVSQ
an adjoining town, but became mired in
mud when the driver tried to drive around
XLIGEVW,SQIVLEHLSTIHXSGSPPIGXXLI
insurance on the house, but when insurance
investigators questioned him, he confessed
to the crime and went to live in a little
chicken coop on the property, basking in the
warmth of his notoriety, though freezing his
FYXXMR[MRXIVJSVXLIPEGOSJMRWYPEXMSR%W
interest in his tale of arson waned, the mill
burned down, and Homer laid claim to doing it, saying he took the blame for the guilty
TIVWSRXLSYKLLIHMHR´XXSVGLMX,I[EW
never charged, but never tired of reciting his
tale of magnanimity in taking the blame for
WSQISRIIPWI
8LI7XEXISJ1EWWEGLYWIXXWE[EVHIHXLI
/IPPILIV'SVTSVEXMSREGSRXVEGXXSGSRstruct a bridge of steel and concrete over
the Fall River, south of the bridge iron bridge,
JSV*EPP6MZIVQEVOWXLIFSVHIV
FIX[IIR+MPPERH+VIIR½IPHWSXLEXLEPJSJ
XLIGSRGVIXIFVMHKIPMIWMRIEGLXS[R3PH
1SXLIV8LEXGLIVETTEVIRXP]PMZIHSRXLI+MPP
side of Factory Hollow because the following anecdote is recorded in the History of
+MPP
;LIRIZIVEWTVMRKJVIWLIXGEVVMIHE[E]
one of the early dams, or when some other
catastrophic event occurred, such as when
yet another bridge was swept away, resiHIRXWEXXVMFYXIHXLIGEPEQMX]XS3PH1SXLIV
8LEXGLIV´WWTIPP8LIGSRGVIXIERHWXIIP
FVMHKIFYMPXMRF]/IPPILIV'SVTSVEXMSRSRXLIRI[*VIRGL/MRK,MKL[E]
bypassing Factory Hollow, withstood an
IEVXLUYEOIMREW[IPPEW3PH1SXLIV
8LEXGLIV´WWTIPPFYXJIPPZMGXMQXSMGIGSRXVSP
road chemicals that caused structural
HEQEKI2SVXLIVR'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ4EPQIV
1%MWMRXLITVSGIWWSJVITPEGMRKXLIFVMHKI
TMIGIQIEP[LMPIQEMRXEMRMRKX[S[E]XVEJ½G
EWVITSVXIHMREREVXMGPI-[VSXIJSV,EVH
,EX2I[W
8LIVI[IVISRGIX[SQIRETTEVIRXP]
destined to be acclaimed artists, both having
been christened with names worthy of an
EVXMWX±8LYVWXSR1YRWSR²ERH±2SVH&SPIR²
By coincidence, both lived in a house, at
different times, housing a resident spirit,
VYQSVIHXSFIXLI;MXGLSJ*EGXSV],SPPS[
SRXLI+VIIR½IPHWMHISJ*EGXSV],SPPS[
4VSQMRIRXPSGEPEVXMWX8LYVWXSR1YRWSR½VWX
lived in the yellow brick house which was
once a boarding house for employees of the
various mills in the hollow, making uniforms
ERHFSSXWJSVXLI'MZMP;EVWSPHMIVWEXSRI
XMQI
1V1YRWSRTYVGLEWIHXLILSYWIHYVMRK
XLI+VIEX(ITVIWWMSRJVSQ1V7GSXX[LS
PMZIHEGVSWWXLIVSEH;LIREWOIHLS[
QYGLLI[ERXIHJSVXLILSYWI1V7GSXX
who was apparently mentally impaired,
VITPMIH±;SYPHFIXSSQYGL#²1V
1YRWSRWEMHLIHMHRSXXLMROMXXSSQYGL
ERHFSYKLXMX,IGSRWXVYGXIHEREVXMWX´W
WXYHMSRI\XXSXLILSYWI[MXLEPEVKIRSVXL
facing window to cast a consistent light
WYMXEFPIJSVTEMRXMRK1V1YRWSRWEMHLI
had a number of encounters with benign
spirits who appeared from time to time,
sometimes leaving behind the odor of pipe

XSFEGGSWQSOI8LIVIMWRSVIGSVHSJ3PH
1SXLIV8LEXGLIVWQSOMRKETMTIFYXXLEX
TVEGXMGI[EWR´XYRYWYEPJSV[SQIRMRIEVP]
XMQIW%WIGSRHRSXIHPSGEPEVXMWX2SVH
&SPIRRI\XPMZIHMRXLILSYWI1V&SPIR
painted and designed sterling silverware for
6SKIVW0YRXERH&SPIR,I[EWETEVXRIV
in the original sterling silver company, but
his name was deleted when the partnership
[EWMRGSVTSVEXIHEW±0YRX7MPZIV'SQTER]²
XSEZSMHGSRJYWMSR[MXL6SKIVW7MPZIV'SQpany which manufactured silver plate rather
XLERWXIVPMRKWMPZIV*VSQXMQIXSXMQI1V
Bolen had overnight guests who sometimes
I\TIVMIRGIHFIRMKRIRGSYRXIVW[MXLEWTMVMX
ERH[SYPHEWO1V&SPIR±;LSMWXLIQER
[LS[ERHIVWEFSYXXLILSYWI#²
1V&SPIRLEHSRGITEMRXIHETMGXYVISJ
.IT´W4PEGIXLIJEVQLSYWI[LIVI-[EWFSVR
ERHVEMWIH8LITMGXYVIMWSRXLIJVSRXGSZIV
SJ.IT´W4PEGIEQIQSMV-[VSXI1V&SPIR
spent the better part of late summer and fall
SRXLITEMRXMRK1]QSXLIVJVIUYIRXP][IRX
out to talk with him, offering refreshments
ERHEHQMVMRKLMWEVX[SVO7LIEWOIHLMQ
what he intended to do with the painting
[LIRLI½RMWLIHMX;LIRLIWEMHLIQMKLX
WIPPMXWLIEWOIHXSFY]XLITEMRXMRK)EGL
time he packed up his paint, brushes, and
QEXIVMEPWWLIEWOIHMJLI[EW½RMWLIH)EGL
XMQILIVITPMIH±2SX]IX²
%XPSRKPEWXLIWEMHLI[EWHSRI
±'ER-FY]MXRS[#²WLIEWOIH
±2SX]IX²LIVITPMIH
1V&SPIRLEHXLITEMRXMRKJVEQIHERH
FVSYKLXMXXSLIV
±,IGLEVKIHQI²Q]QSXLIVWEMH
±(MH-TE]XSSQYGL#²
-EWWYVIHLIVXLEXXLIJVEQMRKEPSRIGSWX
1V&SPIRWIZIVEPXMQIWXLEXQYGL
-[EW[SVOMRKEWERI\GEZEXMRKGSRXVEGXSV
EXXLIXMQI%WLSVXXMQIPEXIV1V&SPIRLMVIHQIXSHSWSQII\GEZEXMRKERH
grading at his new home, without knowing
that it was my mother who had purchased
LMWTEMRXMRK;LIRXLINSF[EWGSQTPIXI
-XLEROIHLMQJSVLMWKIRIVSWMX][MXLQ]
QSXLIVERH-EHNYWXIHXLIFMPPXSGSQTIRsate him for the compassion he showed
XS[EVHWLIV
-WYWTIGXIH-´HFIIRVIJIVVIHJVSQSRI
EVXMWXXSERSXLIV[LIR-[EWGSRXVEGXIH
by one of the former residents for work
around a sumptuous new home the artist
had purchased, after marrying a lovely young
KMVPSJPEXIMRPMJI[LSQLIPEXIVWYWTIGXed had apparently been smitten by the size
of his bank account, which she had soon
minimized during their brief marriage with
GSRXMRYIHVIHYGXMSRWJSVIZIVEJXIVEGGSVHMRKXSXLIVYIJYPQERRS[WEHHIVFYX[MWIV
8LITVIWIRXGSYTPI[LSSGGYT]XLIJSVmer yellow brick boarding house also conXVEGXIH[MXLQIJSVWSQII\GEZEXMRKEJXIV
EVIJIVVEPF]XLIJSVQIVS[RIV8LIGSYTPI
told me they were leaving for the evening as
-[EWGSQTPIXMRKXLINSF±=SY´VI[IPGSQI
to go in the house to use the phone, or
XSKIXEHVMRO²XLI[SQERWEMH±(SR´XFI
EPEVQIHMJEWTMVMXETTIEVWMRXLILSYWI,I´W
LEVQPIWWERHLI[SR´XLYVX]SY²
-[SVOIHF]PMKLXWJEVMRXSXLIRMKLX-HMHR´X
need to go into the house, but regret that
-HMHR´XEJJSVHQ]WIPJERSTTSVXYRMX]XSWII
the spirit, or at least get a faint whiff of pipe
WQSOIHVMJXMRKEFSYX
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How to throw a theme party and help break the ice
amount of music playing
in the background. Find
QYWMGXLEX½XW[MXL]SYV
theme, such as music from
the 1970s for a disco party.
Keep the volume moderate
while guests are arriving and
getting to know one another.
Later on the volume can be
turned up for dancing.
• Arrange seats for conversation. Avoid lining up a
bunch of seats along a wall
or in a straight line. Instead,
group a few chairs around
a snack table facing one
another so that guests are
encouraged to chat instead
of spending the night as
[EPP¾S[IVW

Costume parties are not just for Halloween. Dressing up can be part of a themed party that entertains guests
and encourages them to mingle.
Many people do not need
a reason to throw a party.
Although they’re commonly
held to mark momentous
events, like birthdays, parties
can be entertaining ways
to get a group of people
together just for the sake of
being social.
Entertaining a diverse
groups of friends or even
family members may chalPIRKITEVX]LSWXWXS½RH
methods that encourage
their guests to mingle. One

Themed parties have a
built-in conversation starter:
the theme itself. Socializing
can increase when other
games or themed components are included in the
festivities. Here are some
ways to make a theme work
for you.

party theme by mentioning
it on the invitations. The invitations also may tie into the
theme. For example, palm
tree invitations can indicate
a Hawaiian barbecue. If
GSWXYQIWSVWTIGM½GGPSXLMRK
is suggested, be sure to indicate that on the invitations
so guests can plan accordingly and decide whether or
not to participate.

• Introduce the theme with
the invitations. Let guests
know that there will be a

• Coordinate the music.
Guests will feel more comfortable if you have a steady

of the most effective ways
to break the ice is to give a
party its very own theme.

• Lead by example. If you
want others to get involved
and have fun with the party
theme, you should lead
the way. Be sure you are
dressed for the occasion
and participate in any games
or activities that you have
planned. If you want guests
to get up for a round of
OEVESOIFIXLI½VWXTIVWSR
to belt out a tune.
• Decorate the home or
venue. Ensure guests know
XLIVIMWEWTIGM½GXLIQIF]
decking out the party space
with the right accessories.
The decor can add to the
fun factor and give guests
even more opportunities to
converse over clever knickknacks, signs or elaborate

Dress up drab desserts
Decadent desserts are often the culmination of family
meals or meaningful social occasions. Dessert signals the end
of special events and lets guests know it is now acceptable
for them to plan their exits.
Party hosts should not feel pressured to bake or create
elaborate desserts. Some guests may even bring their own
homemade desserts as tokens of appreciation to offer their
hosts. However, for those who want to ensure there is dessert available in the event company does not bring a cake
or box of cookies, the following are some ways to dress
up store-bought treats to make them look like impressive
desserts.
• Gourmet ice-cream sandwiches: Purchase ready-made
GSSOMIWMR]SYVJEZSVMXIZEVMIXMIWEW[IPPEWE¾EZSVSJMGI
cream that coordinates with the cookies (chocolate and
mint works well). Allow the ice cream to soften slightly, then
spoon a bit onto one cookie and sandwich the ice cream
with another cookie. Place the sandwiches back into the
freezer to harden and set before serving.
• Decadent drizzle: Any dessert can look like a professionally concocted confection with a creative display. Drizzle
chocolate or raspberry syrup on the plate before placing
your slice of cake or pastry. Top with a dusting of confectioner’s sugar.
• Shaved chocolate: Turn an ordinary brownie or sundae
into something stunning with shaved chocolate. Run a vegetable peeler along the side of a favorite bar of chocolate to
create a garnish.
• Warmed up: Heat any store-bought pie before serving

and top with fresh whipped cream. Your guests will swear it’s
homemade. 

backdrops.
• Don’t forget the food. Tie
your food choices into the
party theme, offering foods
XLEXEVIXLIQIWTIGM½GSV
renaming foods so they
coordinate with the theme.
Cheese-and-crackers platters can get fun makeovers
if you use cookie cutters to
cut the cheese into shapes.
4PERGYMWMRIXLEX½XW[MXL
the theme, such as pretzels

and beer for an Oktoberfest
party or milkshakes and
French fries for a 50’s DriveIn party. By thinking creativeP]]SYGER½RHIZIRQSVI
clever ways to keep guests
smiling and satiated.
Theme parties make it
easy to tie various elements
together and break the ice
when guests are invited to
mingle. 
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Service dog volunteers needed
Service dogs provide
invaluable support and assistance to people who require
their services. These dogs
may help guide the blind or
provide emotional therapy
to adults and children. Some
service dogs even perform
tasks around the house for

people with mobility issues.

duties.

Puppies trained for service
work start out as bubbly animals just like any young dog.
However, they will require
additional obedience work
and specialized training in
preparation for their future

Service animals are in high
demand, and many organizations reach out to volunteers to help foster pups
who will go on to provide
help to people in need. This
usually occurs when the dog
is between one and two
years old.
Organizations like Canine
Partners of the Rockies in
Colorado and Susquehanna
Service Dogs in Pennsylvania often place service dog
puppies in homes. They may
have a few dozen receiving
care and training by fostering families at any given
time. Anyone who has a love
for animals can volunteer,
and many such volunteers
FIRI½XJVSQXLIORS[PIHKI
that they helped contribute
to the development of dogs
that will go on to do so
much good.
To decide if raising service
dogs is something you want

to do, consider the following
information.
• Puppies will need a secure environment, so homes
with fenced yards that are
free from hazards are ideal.
Much as you would baby-proof a home, you will
need to puppy-proof it, too.
Puppies are curious and
can get into mischief if not
supervised.
• Empty nesters may
be drawn to service dog
XVEMRMRKFIGEYWIXLI]½RH
they have more time on
their hands than they did
when children were still
in the house. Puppies will
need a lot of attention to
be well-rounded service
dogs, and they will also need
to be put into different
environments to learn how

to behave. Such situations
may be easier to arrange in
homes with fewer residents.
• Service dogs will need to
have impeccable manners;
therefore, you will have to
enforce rules around the
house that may run lax with
a regular pet dog. These
dogs must not jump on the
furniture or other people.
They will need to respond
to commands well, and they
should not be encouraged
to chase as part of play.
• Puppies will need to be
handled regularly and grow
accustomed to grooming
and touching. Because they
will go into stores and other
places regular dogs will not,
a neat and clean appearance
is a must.

• Socializing the puppy may
include taking him or her
out in public to stores, on
mass transit, to parks, and
even to schools. The more
situations these puppies
experience, the more easily
they will adapt to adverse
environments when they
become full-time service
dogs.
When fostering a service
animal, remember that they
are not pets and they will
eventually need to leave
your home. Separations can
FIHMJ½GYPXFYX]SYGERVIWX
assured that the dog will
help provide a full life to a
worthy owner. Plus, if you
get lonely, you can volunteer
to train a new puppy for the
service organization. 

How to soundproof your home
17 °;LEX´WXLI½VWXWXITMRWSYRH
TVSS½RK]SYVLSQI#*MRHMRK[LMGLVSSQW
have the least amount of sound resistance.

amount of privacy, they also slow down
the travel of noise from the neighborhood
into your home.

To do this, make sure everyone is out of
the house, unplug all electronics and close
all doors and windows. Take a quick walk
through your house and pause for a few
moments in each room to evaluate which
ones are the noisiest. Now consider if
you’re installing a media room or teenage
recreational room where volumes will be
blasting on TV’s and stereos.

• Insulate your walls and ceilings. Better
insulation in your interiors and exteriors
won’t just drive away excess noise, it will
also reduce your heating and cooling bills
HYVMRKXLILSXERHGSPHQSRXLW*SVXLI
FIWXWSYRHTVSS½RKERHIEW]MRWXEPPEtion quality, a professional-grade product
by ROXUL called Safe‘n’Sound is very
popular.

With this information, you should have a
good idea of where you need to soundproof and create barriers against noise.
Here are some tips to help you achieve
the optimal result of peace and quiet:

• Seal up all cracks and holes around
windows and doors, and add double
glazed windows to your current glass
panes.

• Plant trees and hedges along the
exterior of your home, perhaps along a
fence. Not only do trees and hedges help
with the environment and provide a good

Once you’ve selected the best soundTVSS½RKQIXLSHMQTPIQIRXMXERHIRNS]
the bliss of silence throughout your home. 
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Larzelere Cabinet Company
by Al Dorantes
Today when it seems most cabinets are mass produced,
made of pressed board and cheap glue, and purchased in
FMKFS\WXSVIWMXMWVIJVIWLMRKXS½RHXLEXGVEJXWQERWLMTERH
quality is still alive and well. Brian Larzelere and Larzelere
Cabinet Company are keeping the tradition of handmade,
wooden cabinetry going.
Brian Larzelere was in the television industry. He worked
in video editing at places like; FOX23 (master control), Time
Warner (commercials), and Time Warner News (news
editing). Larzelere explained that he had always worked for
his father, Ray, who was a teacher and a contractor during
the summer. Woodworking was a hobby. He built desks for
radio studios in Albany, people saw his work, and eventually
started asking him to build things. He always wanted his
own business; he just went into woodworking instead of
video production.
Larzelere Cabinet Company, which began in 2006, offers
custom cabinetry from computer generated design based
on client or contractor’s measurements. Larzelere explained
that they design and build cabinetry. They are focused on
building cabinets. All Larzelere Cabinet Company cabinet
FS\IWEVIQEHI[MXLTVI½RMWLIHFMVGLTP][SSH8LILERHQEHIHSSVWEVI½RMWLIH[MXLXLIWEQILMKLUYEPMX]½RMWL
Larzelere Cabinet Company cabinets are built using solid

wood. There is NO particleboard in their cabinets. Their
cases are built using 3/4” plywood. This may sound like
overkill, but it’s actually stronger and lighter then particle
board or MDF. And it does not crumble if it gets wet.
Drawers are dovetailed in all 4 corners, and use a soft-closing slide, which eliminates slamming.
Ray Larzelere, Brian’s father does most of the cutting and
builds the cabinet boxes. Brian spends most of his time constructing doors. Larzelere Cabinet Company has customers
from Rochester to Boston and from Burlington to New
Jersey. They make deliveries every other week.
Most of Larzelere Cabinet Company cabinets are shaker
style doors. Their most popular style is a cherry shaker

panel with frameless cabinets. It is also their most affordable
option. The clean look offers the most space on the inside.
Larzelere Cabinet Company cabinets are also available
in maple, hickory, or ash. The cabinets can be stained or
painted. Brian Larzelere said, “Painted white is very popular
right now.”
Larzelere Cabinet Company also offers a number of options if custom, handmade cabinetry is out of your budget.
With lines from manufacturers such as Great northern Cab-

A long awaited union: 8Th Annual Utica Music & Arts Fest

At Tiny’s Grill with artist Kathy
Donovan and Director and artist
Steve Nyland standing in front of
their shelf-oriented display.
by Carly Proulx
With a 90 band line-up,
and 13 different visual
artists this year’s Utica Music
& Arts Festival (UMAF)
seemed more like the ones
that are held over the hills
and far away. You know, the
festivals that make you reach
into your wallet, and while
there realize you’re much
too broke to buy their darn
tickets and dance sun up
til sun down all weekend
long to your favorite bands.
Fear not all you good
time Charlies’, UMAF has
changed all that. Charging
just $10 per person UMAF
bestowed upon us, the
lucky ones, a colorful array
of musical gifts, a relentless
surge of talent and energy
XLEXJSVXLI½VWXXMQIMR
UMAF history merged with
more stimulating magic in
the form of visual art that
hung on the walls and on
display in seven different
venues. A fusion of music

and art that is for music and
art’s sake, now hows about
XLIQ½HHPIWJSPOW#
With the return of bands
out of NYC like Consider
The Source, and Hank &
Cupcakes, the crowds were
out and thirsty at 5pm
Friday, starting 12pm on
Saturday, and going strong
until 2am both nights on
the weekend of Sept 11th
and 12th. If they hadn’t been
aware before, having seen
the above play at Lukin’s
on Varick St., as well as
Nail Creek Pub they’re
certainly well aware now,
and my guess is still super
pumped about it. Roots
of Creation out of Keene
2,½PPIHXLIVSSQ[MXL
their Dub Reggae Rock, and
Conehead Buddha, an eight
piece Ska-reggae band had
their audience’s shoulders
and hips in sync with some
heady brass and percussion.
Bands like The Blind Owl
Band from Saranac Lake,
N.Y. and Tumbleweed
Highway out of Norwich,
N.Y. transported those
at The Dev to Bluegrass
heaven and a blissful bound
marriage of Southern Rock
and “Yeeehaw” Outlaw
Country.
Poeina brought with her
the only backup she needed
at O’Donnell’s Pub & Grill,
and though it would’ve
been cool to see the Lucid
Dreamers pop up through
XLI¾SSVFSEVHWLIV
angelic vocals and acoustic

AFTER

BEFORE

Artists Constance Avery, Ann Marie Kovalsky, and Dawn H. Farrar with
Director Steve Nyland and their work in Harlee’s Pub & Grille.
guitar said it all, creating an
enchanting lyrical union. 315
Bar BQ & Brew featured
the band Papership, 5 guys
from Syracuse N.Y. who
are putting the Trash back
in Pop, and the Garage
back in Rock, and who
just so happen to sound
like a reincarnation of my
very favorite 80s band The
Replacements. Tiny’s was
packing the Jazz heat heavy
with the Bob Ford Jazz Band,
and the Rick Compton
Smooth Jazz trio. My only
regret of there having been
such a kick butt selection of
music is that there are too
many to give proper “kudos”
to, but chances are if there
was a certain genre of
music you were looking to
boogie down to that didn’t
sound like Taylor Swift or the
Disney Channel then the
man in charge of all things
UMAF music, the one and
only Joe Sweet provided it.
Along with Sweet, the
backbone of this entire
event, there is another who
worked hard to bring it all

together. All things art Steve
Nyland has been the man
behind the UMAF curtain
since 2012. Originally from
Syracuse Nyland discovered
Utica, and its cry for art
with Utica area artist and
Pratt instructor Jenna North
when together they’d lead
Project-U, an artists group
out of Utica. Starting off his
½VWX91%*[MXLETSTYT
gallery show at the Radisson
in addition to a live mural
painting performance in the
Nail Creek parking lot with
the help of Utica artists’ Tony
Thompson and Eric Florez
the years to follow proved
Nyland a creative force to
be reckoned with. A mural
painting demo at MVCC
back in 2013 was organized
by Tony Thompson and
Timothy Rand while
Nyland maintained the
overall directing. Destined
to stick with Project-U in
2014 Nyland’s fate was
SJ½GMEPP]WIEPIH[LIR
he took on the role of
Associate Director of Visual
Arts. Currently Nyland

inetry, IKS Kitchen, and Kunal means that Larzelere Cabinet
Company can offer you great quality craftsmanship, great
value, and service without the custom price.
Larzelere Cabinet Company is continuing the tradition of
woodworking craftsmanship. For more information on how
to add Larzelere Cabinet Company’s custom, handcrafted
wood cabinets to your home go to: www.larzcabinet.com
SV½RHXLIQSRLSY^^[[[LSY^^GSQTVSPEV^GEFMRIX
larzcabinet 
volunteers as the Visiting
Artist at the CNY Veteran’s
Outreach Center, maintains
a studio on Genesse St.,
curates the art in window
displays everywhere and in
between the APAC Center
to Oriskany St, and as
well serves as the Artist in
Residence & Curator at The
Tech Garden, a start-up hub
in downtown Syracuse. In
the past three years Nyland
had done a lot for Utica,
and for his fellow artists, but
when it came to UMAF the
art had always been a starry
night in a sky full of clouds,
isolated from the UMAF’s
key ingredient.
All that would change this
year upon Sweet’s request
for venues to host the art
along with the musicians.
Nylands assistant, and artist
Dawn H. Farrar, director

of Studio PK101 gallery
in Rome began helping
Nyland arrange this year’s
art shows back in April,
and the outcome was one
of beauty and expression,
an aesthetically pleasing
amalgamation to say the
least. Did I also mention
it was the ultimate recipe
JSVERIZIVPEWXMRKLYRKIV#
It seemed this chainband, audience, the artist’s
paintings, they all played
their part, were all essential
to the success of the event
as a whole. Nyland was
pleased to report works
sold in all 7 venues, and
we can look forward to
seeing more magical unions
in the future of the UMAF.
And this just in- live mural
performance paintings to
VIXYVRJSV
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Youngs General Store
by Jessica Arsenault Rivenburg
In three short weeks, the community will have a new option in home improvement, pet care, outdoor and agricultural shopping. Youngs Ace is on schedule to open Oct. 19, said
owner Brian Young.
Located in the former M&T Bank building on Central Avenue in Ilion, the business will be Youngs General Store, with
an Ace Hardware inside, Young explained.
“We really try to bring in that country general store feel,”
he said of Youngs General Stores. “A Normal Rockwell feel.”
The Ilion location will be Young’s second store, but the third
for the Young family, of Prattsville.
Youngs General Stores got its start with Brian Young’s
KVERHJEXLIV[LSSTIRIHXLI½VWXMR4VEXXWZMPPI8LEXWXSVI
was taken over by Young’s father in the 1970s. In 2011, Young
opened a new location in the village of Catskill.
When he decided to expand with another store, Young
asked his suppliers and sales reps where they would recommend starting a small independent hardware store.
“Three out of four said this area,” Young said.
'SR½HIRXXLEXLMW[EVIW[MPPFIHMJJIVIRXXLERXLEXSJ
Ilion’s existing True Value, and that the service and ambiance
will out-do Wal-Mart and Lowe’s, in Herkimer, Young feels
the closest competition for his store will be Tractor Supply,
which lies just 2.5 miles away.

From left, Andy Merwin, Owner Brian Young and John Young.
feet, and include lawn and garden supplies, paint mixing and
supplies, tools, hardware, wild bird food, plumbing, electrical
and cleaning supplies, and various house wares such as vacuum bags, outdoor garbage receptacles and step ladders.
Another 1,500 square feet will be dedicated to farm animal
feed, with approximately 30 tons of feed on hand at any
given time, Young said.

“But I think we’ll be able to offer better prices and better
service,” he said.

8LIVI[MPPFIEWIGXMSRJSVSYXIV[IEVLYRXMRKERH½WLMRK
gear and camping supplies. Young has also added more
marine supplies than originally planned, upon the request of
Ilion Marina Dockmaster Don Sterling.

Youngs General Store will pack a lot of punch into a small
area. The Ace Hardware section will take about 5,000 square

There will be 44 linear feet of agricultural supplies, and
another 3,000 square feet of domestic pet care items.
And it doesn’t stop there. Young said they will have an
area dedicated to special orders, in which they will have the
ability to order some 200,000 products not regularly carried
upon customer request.
And work on it all is moving along swiftly, Young said.
“It’s going really well,” he said with enthusiasm. “We’re right

Young’s General Store and ACE Hardware scheduled to open on October
19th said owner Brian Young. Ilion is the proud recipient of this great
new business which promises to be a one stop shop for just about
everything!
on schedule, which is amazing really because our opening
date was set ambitiously and only a few months ago.”
The only disappointment in progress thus far, Young said,
has been a village zoning ordinance against propane sales.
=SYRK´W+IRIVEP7XSVIWX]TMGEPP]SJJIVTVSTERI½PPMRKFYXXLEX
is not currently possible at the Ilion site.
“It’s actually a rather big disappointment for us,” he said.
“We want to be a one-stop shop and that’s hard to do
when we can’t offer something many people use and need.”
“We’re working on it,” he assured.
Currently, the only place to get propane within the village
of Ilion is at CarQuest on Pine Street.
Another item in the works is the ability to issue hunting
ERH½WLMRKPMGIRWIW[LMGL=SYRKLSTIWXSLEZIWUYEVIH
away for the 2015 regular deer season, which begins October 24th. 

A room at the inn
By Joseph Parzych
My mother was lucky. She
landed a job as a seamstress
sewing bedspreads at Monument Mills despite her advanced pregnancy. Five year
old Mary took care of three
year old John, at home. A
neighborhood child molester began trying to befriend
Mary while she was home
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alone with her brother. The
QSPIWXIVXIVVM½IH1EV]EW
he persistently coaxed her
to open the door to let him
in.
The kitchen coal stove
heated the apartment. One
HE]XLI½VIMRXLIWXSZI
died down. The house
grew cold. Mary poured
kerosene on the live
GSEPWXSVIZMZIXLI½VI
The stove exploded.
7XSZIPMHW¾I[XSXLI
ceiling. Flames and
soot scorched and
blackened Mary’s
face. After the
stove explosion,
my mother became beside
herself with worry. She was
becoming more and more
desperate. She sold her
remaining furniture, piece by
piece, to help meet expenses. Her baby’s due date
loomed near, and she fretted that she could not afford a doctor. Some women
in Connecticut, whom she
hardly knew, took her in and
assisted with a home delivery. Baby Elizabeth arrived
the week before Christmas

on
December 20th, 1918.
When my mother returned to her apartment,
there was very little furniture left to sell. She’d lost
her job at Monument Mills
and was nearly penniless.
The child molester still
lurked. The future looked increasingly bleak. She became
frantic with desperation.
Then, someone told her

about the
McDonalds, at the
Macano
Inn, needing
a cook. My
mother went
to the inn
and applied
for the job.
She told the
McDonalds that
she could cook,
but admitted she’d
soon be homeless.
The compassionate couple not only
hired her, but included
meals and a room on
XLIXLMVH¾SSV[LIVI
she could live with
her children. Mary, now
six, resumed her job as
caretaker. She heated the
baby’s bottle on a hot plate,
fed and changed the baby,
and watched over her four
year brother, John, while
their mother worked in the
kitchen, below.
Located near a highway
and a railroad station, the
Macano Inn was a gathering
place. It bustled with activity,
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Crowning Glory
by Joan O. Scharf
When Trina Shirman
started high school, her
mother brought her into
Q]FIEYX]WLSTJSVXLI½VWX
XMQI-X[EW½ZI]IEVWEKS
but I remember it well. Trina
[EWWYPOMRK[LIRWLIGEQI
MR7LI[ERXIHXSFIXEOIR
to the trendy new salon
that recently opened, but
1VW7LMVQERLEHFIIRE
GYWXSQIVSJQMRIJSV]IEVW
Besides, I charged less.
Trina slouched sullenly
in the chair, glaring at her
mother. “I don’t see why
I can’t go to the mall to
±'LEV´W'YXERH'YVP²PMOI
Q]JVMIRHW²
I tried to approach the
WMXYEXMSRXEGXJYPP]±8VMRE]SY
just tell me how you want
]SYVLEMVXSPSSOERHKMZI
QIEGLERGISO#;LEX
[SYPH]SYPMOI#²
±-[ERXXSPSSOHMJJIVIRX
2SXPMOIXLMW²7LI[VMROPIH
LIVRSWIEWWLIJVS[RIH
into the mirror.
Her hair was a nondescript
dull brown, bushy with natural curl and quite unsuited
XSLIVJEGI-PSSOIHXS[EVH
LIVQSXLIVJSVKYMHERGI
She rolled her eyes and
shrugged. “Do whatever
]SYXLMRO[MPPPSSOKSSH²
-KEZI8VMRE´WLEMVWXVIEOWSJ
blond highlights, straightened

it until it was smooth, and
cut it into a becoming style
that danced around her
GLIIOW
1VW7LMVQER[EWTPIEWIH
with the result. Trina was
I\YFIVERX±%[IWSQI.YWX
what I wanted.”
When she was not pouting,
she was an attractive girl,
and the new hair-do proZMHIHXLIPSSOWLIRIIHIH
Since that day, Trina has been
coming to my shop every
JI[[IIOW
This morning was special.
I dressed in the navy blue
WOMVXERHJVIWL[LMXIWLMVX
PEMHSYXXLIRMKLXFIJSVI
7MTTMRKQ]FVIEOJEWXGSJJII
-HSYFPIGLIGOIHXLI
XLYQFIHWGLIHYPIFSSO
FIWMHIQIEWMJHMHR´XORS[
well enough what was
written there. Saturday was
YWYEPP]JYPP]FSSOIHFYXF]
choice, only one appointQIRX[EWTIRGMPIHMRJSVXSHE]©ERIEVP]SRI%1
Trina Shirman was getting
QEVVMIHXLMWEJXIVRSSR
and she wanted her hair
re-colored, straightened and
WX]PIHFIJSVIXLI[IHHMRK
ceremony.
I shut the door to my
YTWXEMVW¾EXERH[EPOIH
HS[RXLIJEQMPMEVFEGO
steps to my shop, “Alice’s
,SYWISJ&IEYX]²7RETTMRK
SRETVSXIGXMZIWQSGO-
WXEVXIHTVITEVEXMSRWJSVLIV

Room at Inn from previous... especially when a train arrived. At the train’s departure, the inn
grew a little quieter. During those lulls, my mother ran up
XLIXLVII¾MKLXWSJWXEMVWXSXLIXLMVH¾SSVXSGLIGOSRXLI
GLMPHVIRERHXSFVMRKXLIQJSSH
7SQIXMQIEJXIVXLI]QSZIHMRXLI1G(SREPH´WWSRQEVVMIHEREXXVEGXMZI[SQER-X[EWR´XPSRKFIJSVILMWPSZIP]
FVMHIVERSJJ[MXLEXVEZIPMRKWEPIWQER[LSLEHWXSTTIHEX
XLI-RR8LILIEVXFVSOIRKVSSQXSSOTMX]SRQ]QSXLIV
PMZMRKMRXLIGVEQTIHUYEVXIVWSJXLIXMR]XLMVH¾SSVVSSQ
[MXLLIVXLVIIGLMPHVIR,IKEZILIVEPPSJLMWFIEYXMJYPRI[
LSYWILSPHJYVRMWLMRKWMRGPYHMRKE8MJJER]PEQTERHEFIEYXMJYPVYKXLEXWLIWEMHPSSOIHEWKVIIREWKVEWW[LIRIZIV
WLIW[ITXMX1]QSXLIVRIZIVJSVKSXLMWOMRHRIWWMRQEOMRK
TSWWMFPIEQSZIXSERETEVXQIRXSJLIVS[R
7LI[EWVILMVIHEXLIVSPHNSFEX1SRYQIRX1MPPW8LI
PERHPEH]SJXLIETEVXQIRXLSYWIEKVIIHXS[EXGLXLI
GLMPHVIR&YXXLIPERHPEH]LEHEHVMROMRKTVSFPIQERH
PIXRIMKLFSVLSSHOMHWXEOIFEF]&IWWMIJSVEVMHIMRLIV
GEVVMEKI3RIHE]XLIOMHWPIJXXLIGEVVMEKIYREXXIRHIH-X
VSPPIHHS[RELMPPXSXLIIHKISJXLI,SYWEXSRMG6MZIVERH
toppled over. Baby Bessie was thrown out and rolled to the
ZIV]FVMROSJXLIVMZIVFERO2SXPSRKEJXIVVIWGYMRK&IWW]
Q]QSXLIVLEHETVIQSRMXMSREX[SVOXLEXWSQIXLMRKXIVVMFPI[EWEFSYXXSLETTIR7LINYQTIHYTJVSQLIVWI[MRK
QEGLMRIERHVERLSQIEWJEWXEWWLIGSYPH7LIWTSXXIH
X[S]IEVSPH.SLRR]WMXXMRKSREVEMPVSEHXVEGOTPE]MRK[MXL
XLIFEPPEWXWXSRIWFIX[IIRXLIXMIW;MXLXLI[LMWXPIWLVMIOing, an approaching train was bearing down on him. She ran
XSWEZILMQFYXLIVORIIWFYGOPIH(S[RWLI[IRX3RLIV
LERHWERHORIIWWLIWGVEQFPIHXSWREXGL.SLRR]SYXSJXLI
TEXLSJHMWEWXIVWIGSRHWFIJSVIXLIXVEMR[IRXXLYRHIVMRK

appointment.

JVEKQIRXWSJ8VMRE´WQ]VMEH
conversations.

JIIHFEGO

±-XLMRO-´QKIXXMRKERI[
±7SLS[HS]SYPMOIQ]
FS]JVMIRH8LIVI´WXLMW
RI[NIERW#8LIVI´VIJVSQ
really cute guy in my class at
the Gap. They’re really exWGLSSP,IPMOIWXLMWSXLIV
TIRWMZI1]QSXLIVHMHR´X
girl, but that’s because I havXLMRO-RIIHIHXLVIITEMVFYX IR´XXVMIHXSKIXLMQXSPMOI
I got ‘em anyway.” Laurie
1)]IX7LIXLMROWWLILEW
and I had never bought
LMQEPPXSLIVWIPJFYXWLI´PP
NIERWJSV)ZERKIPMRIEXXLI
½RHSYXHMJJIVIRX7LILEW
+ET;IGSYPHR´XEJJSVHMX
XLMWPSRKHEVOVIHLEMV=YGO
-LEXIVIHLEMV-´HVEXLIVFI
“I just had acrylic nails
FEPH-´QKSMRKXSKIXLMQ
HSRIEXXLIQEPP8LMW¾S[IVHIWMKRMW[E]GSSP2I\X XSXEOIQIXSXLI7IRMSV
&EPPMRWXIEHSJLIV²
time I’m getting the little
KSPHWXEVWSRFPYI-XPSSOIH
8VMREPIXSYXEWLVMIO
soooo neat on the chart.
±3YGL=SYTYPPIHQ]LEMV²
%RH-XLMRO-´PPLEZIQ]XSIW
±7SVV]²-WEMH±1]LERH
done to match.” I rememmust have slipped.”
bered sitting on the porch
)ZERKIPMRILEHEHEXIJSV
8VMRERIZIVIZIREWOIHQ] KMKKPMRK[MXL)ZERKIPMRISRI
the
Senior Ball with a nice
PEWXREQI-JWLIHMHWLI
EJXIVRSSREWXLIX[SSJYW
PSSOMRKWL]]SYRKQERMR
[SYPHLEZIVIEPM^IHXLEXQ] painted our nails a delicate
LIVGPEWW,I[EWLIV½VWX
KVERHHEYKLXIV)ZERKIPMRI
WLIPPTMRO
WIVMSYWFS]JVMIRH7LI[EW
was in her class at school.
±-HSR´XORS[[L]FYX-
planning to wear a pale yel)ZERKIPMRIPMZIH[MXLQI
always get the rotten teachPS[WMPOKS[R[MXLWTEKLIXXM
She had lived here all her
IVW(S]SYORS[1VW1GWXVETW-XPSSOIHPSZIP][MXL
PMJI%[IIOFIJSVIQ]
'SRRIVXLI)RKPMWLXIEGLIV# her long auburn tresses, and
daughter Laurie was to be
Well, she gave me a D on
she was as excited over the
QEVVMIHLIV½ERGq[EWIPIG- my report card, and it’s not
coming event as I have ever
XVSGYXIHMREXVEKMG[SVOEG- JEMV-HSR´XORS[LS[WLI
seen her.
GMHIRX%JI[HE]WEJXIVXLI
expects us to read all that
JYRIVEP0EYVMIJSYRHWLI[EW GVETWLIEWWMKRW2SSRI
)ZERKIPMRIWXE]IHMRLIV
TVIKRERXERHQSZIHFEGO
VSSQXLIRMKLXSJXLI7IRMSV
PMOIWLIV²)ZERKIPMRIRIZIV
home with me. Together, as
Ball. Laurie and I could hear
complained to me about
mother and grandmother,
LIVQYJ¾IHWSFWXLVSYKL
her teachers, and I recalled
[IVEMWIHSYVFIEYXMJYPERH
LIVQEVO[EW%SRLIVPEWX the bedroom door, but
OMRH)ZERKIPMRI
there was nothing we could
)RKPMWLVITSVXGEVH
HSXSIEWIXLIQMWIV]SJFIAs I prepared the neces%W-LEH[SVOIHSR8VMRE´W MRKHYQTIHXLIHE]FIJSVI
sary solutions and readhair, I would simply smile
Our hearts ached along with
MIHXLIWLSTJSVXSHE]´W
and nod as she babbled on.
ETTSMRXQIRX-VIGEPPIHEJI[ She didn’t seem to want any hers.
Although it wasn’t apparIRXEXXLEXZIV]½VWXZMWMX
Trina turned out to be a
XEPOIV)EGLXMQIWLIGEQI
in she would gossip nonstop
about her teachers, parents,
KMVPJVMIRHFS]JVMIRHTVSFlems. I heard it all, month
EJXIVQSRXLERHMX[EW
always a one-sided conversation. She never bothered
XSEWOER]XLMRKEFSYXQI
7LIHMHR´XORS[XLEXMRXLI
past my handsome young
LYWFERH[EWOMPPIHMR:MIX
2EQPIEZMRKQIXSFVMRKYT
little Laurie, our only child.
,EZMRKRSSXLIVJEQMP]-HMH
it alone.

F]7LIGSYPHHSRSXLMRKFYXLSPHLIVWSRJSVEPSRKXMQI
FIJSVIWLI[EWEFPIXSKSSR
%JI[HE]WPEXIVWLIGEQILSQIXS½RH1EV]GSZIVIH
[MXLFPSSHLIVJSVI½RKIVFERHEKIH;LIRQ]QSXLIVYR[VETTIHXLIFERHEKILEPJSJ1EV]´W½RKIV[EWKSRI&PSSH
[SYPHRSXWXST¾S[MRKJVSQXLIWIZIVIHWXYQT
²;LEXLETTIRIHXS]SYV½RKIV#²
“The landlady threw it in the river, so you wouldn’t notice
MX[EWKSRI²1EV]WEMH±-[EWR´XWYTTSWIHXSXIPPFYXLIV
WSRXSPHQIXSLSPHEWXMGOSJ[SSHWSLIGSYPHWTPMXMX,I
GLSTTIHQ]½RKIVSJJ²
1]QSXLIVLYVVMIH1EV]XSEHSGXSVXSOIITLIVJVSQ
bleeding to death. The doctor said he could re-attach the
½RKIVFYXMX[EWKSRIWSQI[LIVIMRXLI,SYWEXSRMG6MZIV
-X[EWRSXPSRKEJXIVXLEXWSQISRIKSXQ]QSXLIVEFPMRH
date with a widower, also with three children. He proposed
QEVVMEKISRXLI½VWXHEXI7LIEGGITXIHFIJSVILI½RMWLIH
TVSTSWMRK-X[EWEQEVVMEKISJHIWTIVEXMSR8LI]LEH
QSVIGLMPHVIR1]QSXLIV´WREQI[EW1EV]ERHLMW[EW
Joseph. When I was born, it’s a wonder they didn’t name me
Jesus.
;LIR1EV][EWERH)PM^EFIXL[EW-HVSZIXLIQXS
,SYWEXSRMGJSVPYRGLEXXLI1EGERS-RR-XLEHRSXGLERKIH
QYGLSZIVXLI]IEVWI\GITXJSVXLIGPSWMRKSJXLIXLMVH
¾SSV9RJSVXYREXIP]XLIMRR´WTVIWIRXS[RIVW[IVITIVQERIRXP]GPSWMRKXLIMRRXLEXZIV]HE]9TSRLIEVMRKXLIWXSV]
SJQ]QSXLIV½RHMRKEVSSQEXXLIMRREX'LVMWXQEWXLI
S[RIVWWIVZIHPYRGLXSQ]X[SWMWXIVWERHQI0SSOMRK
EVSYRHEXXLIMRXIVMSVSJXLIMRREW[IEXI1EV][LSLEHR´X
WIIRXLIMRRJSV]IEVWVIQEVOIH±8LMWTPEGI[EWQYGL
much bigger when we lived here.” 

-PSSOIHEXXLIGPSGOSR
the Beauty Shop wall. Trina
[SYPHFILIVIJSVLIVETTSMRXQIRXWSSR-YRPSGOIH
XLIJVSRXHSSVXYVRMRKXLI
[LMXIGEVHFSEVHWMKRJVSQ
‘closed’ to ‘open.’
A lot had happened since
that Senior Ball, I thought.
The class graduated and
)ZERKIPMRI[EW¾SYVMWLMRK
in a college in another state.
1]HEYKLXIVQSZIHSYXXS
FIRIEVLIVERHLEHJSYRH
EHIGIRXNSFERHEGSQJSVXable roomy apartment.
Trina continued to date
XLILMKLWGLSSPFS]JVMIRH
and eventually they became
IRKEKIH%JXIVHVSTTMRKSYX
SJEPSGEPGSPPIKIWLIJSYRH
a job at Lucy’s Lingerie in
XLI1EPP)EGLXMQIWLIWEX
down in my shop chair to
have her hair done, she prattled on with her complaints
and trivia. Today was no
HMJJIVIRX
±1EOIWYVI]SYKIXQ]LEMV
just right today. It’s my big
HE]]SYORS[
I’m wearing a pearl and
rhinestone crown with my
veil so that’s why I’m extra
JYWW]EFSYXXLI[E]Q]LEMV
PSSOW-[ERXMXPSSWIERH
WQSSXLEVSYRHQ]JEGI²
7LIXSSOEFVIEXLERH
GSRXMRYIH±=SYWLSYPHWII
my bridesmaid gowns.

Continued on page 31
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“I’ve learned that
mistakes can often
be as good a teacher
as success.”
— Jack Welch
Jack Welch, former GE CEO, April 2012
by Hamilton83 // wikipedia.com
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How small business owners can market their businesses
budget.
Small business owners just getting started may want to
consider the following tips as they attempt to market their
businesses and expand their customer base.
• Create an online presence. A survey from online marketMRK½VQ=SHPIJSYRHXLEXSRP]EFSYXLEPJSJWQEPPFYWMRIWWIW
have websites. Customers routinely go online to learn more
about businesses and make purchases. Customers will visit
[IFWMXIWXS½RHHMVIGXMSRWXSFVMGOERHQSVXEVWXSVIW½RH
store hours and/or learn about the products or services
SJJIVIHF]ETEVXMGYPEV½VQ7QEPPFYWMRIWWS[RIVWWLSYPH
establish an online presence and ensure the site is routinely
updated and modernized.
According to Forbes magazine, more than 50 percent of
the working population works for a small business. The Small
Business Association reports there are almost 28 million
small businesses in the United States. Many small businesses
are home-based and hundreds get started each month.
Despite their prevalence, only a handful of small businesses
survive more than 10 years. Small business owners must
learn how to properly market their businesses and garner a
PEVKIVEYHMIRGIXSWXE]E¾SEX;LMPIXLIVI´WRSWIXEQSYRX
a business should devote to advertising and marketing, such
expenses should be included in an organization’s operational

• Sponsor local events. For a relatively small investment,
small businesses can get their names out to the public by
sponsoring community events. When approached by schools
and other organizations, lend your help. Donate a basket
SJKSSHWSVEGIVXM½GEXIJSVWIVZMGIWJSVKMJXEYGXMSRW;SVO
with organizations to donate a portion of sales to a charity
or school through a specialized fundraiser. Contact a sports
league to see if your company name can be printed on
YRMJSVQWSVYWIHSRFERRIVWEVSYRHXLI½IPH2SXSRP][MPP
this get your name out, but it also will establish a positive
image of your company.
)WXEFPMWL]SYVWIPJEWER³I\TIVX´&IEGGIWWMFPIXSNSYV-

Crowning Glory continued from page 29
I had them custom sewn
FIGEYWI-GSYPHR´X½RH
anything I liked readymade.
My bridesmaids are carrying
[MGOIVFEWOIXW½PPIH[MXL
pink and white rose petals
to scatter on the white
carpet. And then I will walk
in over the petals. Isn’t that
awesome? Alice, what is
that smell? Why does the
hair color smell different
than it usually does? Are
you sure you are using the
right chemicals? You better
not make a mistake!”
“It’s exactly the same color,
Trina. I bought this batch
from a different supply
house so it may have a different odor, but it’s the same
color. Trust me on that.”
As the minutes crept by
waiting for the color to
develop, there was no break
from Trina’s tongue.
“Tons of people are
coming to my wedding. We
hired this great photographer to do the album. He
said that I’ll make a beautiful
bride, and maybe he will use
one of my pictures for his
advertising. Did I tell you
we are going on a cruise for
our Honeymoon? It’s a gift
JVSQQ]½ERGq³WTEVIRXW-
really wanted a two week
cruise, but they cheeped out
and only paid for one week.”
Finally the process was
done. Her hair was carefully
dried and styled. She looked
at it critically from all angles.
“I guess its ok. It doesn’t
look quite as shiny as usual
though.”

“I did give your hair an
extra heavy coat of spray to
hold it in place until the ceremony. You don’t want it to
frizz up, do you? Just before
you put on your crown and
veil this afternoon, be sure
to give your hair a good
brushing to remove the
extra spray and bring up the
highlights. Not to worry. It
will come out just the way I
intend. I think you’re simply
over excited, Trina.”
As she was leaving, I tried
to say “Congratulations, I
hope you have a wonderful
wedding,” but the words
stuck in my throat like
shards of glass. I could only
manage to mumble, “Good
Luck.”
After she left I turned the
sign on the door back to
³GPSWIH´ERHTYPPIHHS[R
the shade. Quickly clean-

ing up what was used in
the shop, I put it out in
the trash for that evening’s
pick-up. I went back to
Q]YTWXEMVW¾EXXSKIXXLI
suitcases standing packed
and ready, and put them in
the car. Tomorrow a thrift
shop was coming for the
furniture. I made previous
arrangements to donate it
all and had already given
them a key. The lease on
this building where I lived
and worked was up at the
end of the month. I was not
renewing.
Driving along in my car a
JI[LSYVWPEXIV-½REPP]FIgan to relax. I lowered the
window to let the breeze
VYJ¾IQ]GLMTTIHKVI]GYVPW
It felt good. It made me
think of Evangeline’s long
red hair, and I smiled. I was
eager to join my daughter
and sweet granddaughter. It

also made me think of Trina,
who said she hated red hair
and would rather be bald. I
looked at the clock on the
dashboard and smiled again.
Right about now she was
getting her wish. 

nalists and media outlets who may need quotes or insight
when writing articles. Local papers and circulars can get your
name out to the community and bring in new customers.
Being quoted in print helps establish a reputation as being
EREYXLSVMX]MR]SYV½IPH
• Don’t ignore social media. According to Adroit Digital,
75 percent of Americans who use the Internet admit that
TVSHYGXMRJSVQEXMSRJSYRHSRWSGMEPQIHMEMR¾YIRGIWXLIMV
shopping behavior and enhances brand loyalty. Social media
accounts are generally free to set up and require minimal effort to maintain. Social media can help establish and maintain
a brand and help you share messages and other content.
Small business owners can enhance their marketing efforts
by taking some relatively easy steps to widen their reach and
get their names out to the public. 
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$100 Contest Winner
You could be the next lucky reader
Pauline is a faithful
contest participant and
was thrilled that her turn
½REPP]GEQIEVSYRH4EYline calls in to our contest
every issue and when we
talk to her on the phone
she is always so sweet
and kind. The world needs
more people like you,
Pauline. Stay positive and
bubbly. You bring joy into
the lives of the people
who are lucky enough to
know you!

Our latest contest winner is Pauline Fairbrother
who resides in Utica with
her husband Richard. They
are both retirees of the
TSWXSJ½GI4EYPMRI[MXL
21 years of service and
her husband with 32.
Pauline usually picks up

her copy of EDITOR at
Christine’s Styling Shop
in Marcy but this time
grabbed one at Bank of
Utica.
We asked her what
makes her such a loyal
reader of EDITOR and
she quickly ran down a
long list that included: the
size, “It’s just so easy to
read!” She also said that
the size and the pretty
glossy cover makes them
stand out well. “You see
them everywhere!” She
enjoys seeing all the local
businesses. Many of those
businesses she either had

never heard about before
or had forgotten about
them. “It’s just so nice to
be reminded of the great
local places that we can
eat and shop.”
When asked if there was
anything that we could
do to make her love her
EDITOR even more, she
thought for a moment
and said. “More recipes!”
We do try to include recipes when we can Pauline,
but we will keep your
request in mind, especially
with the holidays coming
around so quickly!

She shared with us that
she had gone to Chanantry’s Market to purchase
a $100. Children’s Miracle
Network ticket for her
son Michael earlier that
day. When she got home
and heard our message
on her answering machine, all she could think
of was, “God is good!” Yes
he is Pauline and so are
our great readers! Thanks
again from all of us here
at EDITOR magazine for
your support. We hope
you continue to play and
make our day brighter
with your phone call!
This issue’s contest
clue can be found in the
accompanying ad on this
very page. We wish you
all the best of luck! 

Doing away with dining rooms
Formal dining rooms are no longer as
coveted as they once were. Family dinners,
if they manage to be at home, are now just
as likely to be served in the kitchen or in
another space, such as on the patio or in the
living room while watching television, as they
are in formal dining rooms. Trendy homeowners have begun to ditch dining rooms in
favor of using the space for other purposes.
Homeowners with a passion for literature
GERSYX½XXLIVSSQ[MXL¾SSVXSGIMPMRK
bookcases to turn one-time dining rooms
into the ultimate library. Those who need a
bit more family space can use a dining room
EWEJEQMP]VSSQSYX½XXMRKXLIVSSQ[MXL
EPPWXSVEKIRSSOWE¾EXWGVIIR8:ERHE
comfortable couch to make it more inviting.
Because dining rooms are often located
next to the kitchen, the removal of walls can
make expanding the kitchen even easier. If
their kitchens are cramped, homeowners
can look into ways to spread out into the
space allotted for the dining area. There are
many ways to repurpose dining rooms so
XLI]EVIJYRGXMSREPXSLSQIS[RIVW´WTIGM½G
needs, especially if those needs do not
include formal dining areas.
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It’s not about the music, or is it?
-Revisiting rock concerts at age 50
By Dyann Nashton
young, resilient and physical
comfort meant nothing.
When we approached
the venue’s gates, we were
asked to open our handbags
in the event that we were
smuggling contraband. I lifted
XLI¾ETFEGOSRQ]FEKERH
the security guard gave it
a two-handed pat. She noticed the slight bulge in the
back pocket. “Wallet?” she
asked. “No, socks,” I replied
sheepishly looking down at
my polished toenails and
sandals. She laughed and
waved us in.
Honestly, when the median
age of the audience is 50,
skipping a warm-up band
would be a public service.
The main act wouldn’t
start until 9:00 p.m., when I
normally would be brushing,
¾SWWMRKERHGYVPMRKYT[MXL
a book in bed.

“Eddie looked good,” I told
a friend. Eddie and I go way
back. As a high school student with big hair and shoulder pads to match, Eddie’s
guitar riffs would stream off
a Van Halen cassette, the
soundtrack to our youth.
I have never seen, much
less met, Eddie Van Halen or
any other members of the
rock band bearing his family
name until a few weeks ago.
“Yes,” I said, feeling wounded,
to my astonished kids, “I’m
going to a rock concert.”
The venue was outdoors
and the thought of portapotties didn’t quite sit well
(no pun intended) with me.

Sure, I would suffer them at
marathon antique festivals
because hand sanitizer is
readily available, but I’d also
go home with great bargains
and treasures, not disease.
En route to the concert,
we slid one Van Halen CD
after another in the car’s
player and inventoried the
beverages cooling in the
trunk for the pre-concert
tailgate party. It was the
end of summer when sultry
days could unexpectedly
give way to chilly nights. We
checked weather reports
on our phones, a luxury that
didn’t exist in the ‘80s. But
we didn’t care about the
weather back then. We were

We settled into amazing
ninth row seats just in time
for the main act to take
stage. That was the last time
our lower regions rested
against those pricey seats.
My back could testify to
that fact the following day.
%JXIVXLI½VWXLEPJLSYVSR
my feet, swelling began to
protest the straps on my
sandals. I don’t remember
having these issues as a teen.
But, what a show! Eddie
looked and sounded great
on lead guitar. His brother
didn’t miss a beat behind
sunglasses and expansive
drum kit. Eddie’s son, Wolfgang, dwarfed his father on
stage and played bass deftly.
His poker face only broke

The Harvest
by Al Dorantes
Every harvest has a beginning. This one
started in early May when my 13 year old
son started work on a secret project. I tried
to ignore the hammering but when he asked
to use the circular saw had to get involved.
He was dismantling an old planter box. It
was junk so I was pleased to see his willingness to do something around the house.
When we were done he said, “Now I can
repurpose and upcycle the wood.”
“Into what I asked?” The planter box was
in horrible shape thus the dismantling.
He replied, “I’m going to take the wood
and make it into something that can hold
dirt and I’m going to plant some stuff.”
“So, you’re making a planter?”
“Yep,” he replied without missing a beat.

I spent the next couple of hours explaining how we wasted time taking apart the
pre-existing planter to repurpose the materials into a new planter. Logic was not to be
heard. Instead I got a symposium about all
the vegetables he was going to plant.
We built a new planter from the stripped
down carcass of the old planter. The wood
was soft and uncooperative. Each place that
normally would have needed one screw to
hold it together needed 2 or 3. Eventually
I just started using six inch deck screws.
Better safe than sorry.
2I\X[ILEHXS½PPXLIRI[TPERXIVFS\
[MXLHMVX%X½VWX%PI\[ERXIHXSYWIHMVX
from the lawn. He used the word repurpose again and I calmly explained that we
would not be turning the yard into a topsoil
production facility. We went to our local big
box hardware store and selected 5 bags of
continued on page 36...

occasionally with the subtle
life of an eyebrow. Famous
lead singer, David Lee Roth,
ever the showman, strutted
across the stage, dropping
into the occasional split or
tossing a spinning karate kick
to punctuate the music. The
man is 60 years old. At 12, I
couldn’t perform these kinds
of acrobatics.
I was fascinated comparing
Eddie with David. David
looked slightly gaunt with
thinning hair (or hair plugs,
perhaps). Eddie, who overcame tongue cancer, looked
½X[MXLWLSVXWEPXERHTITper hair and goatee.
In the end, it was just as
impossible to compare
the two as it had been 30
years ago. Roth’s antics and
theatrical expressions made
for a fun show while Eddie’s
PMKLXRMRK½RKIVWWXVYQQIH
ERHTPYGOIH,MWIP½WLKVMR
and accompanying twinkle in
his eye left all of the women
in the audience pining again
for the boy next door. In
one rare moment, Eddie
crossed to stage right to
play alongside his son and

then planted an endearing
kiss on his 24-year-old son’s
head. During Eddie’s solo,
Wolfgang was up near his
uncle’s drum set videoing his
old man on his smart phone.
They must make Valerie
Bertinelli, Wolfgang’s mom
and Eddie’s ex, proud. Now,
as then, I envy her.

stand! There were rhineWXSRIWEJ½\IHXSXLIYRderside of the mike stand’s
feet making it clear it was
more prop than a piece of
equipment. In David’s hands,
it became a sledgehammer,
KSPJGPYFVM¾ITSSPWXMGO
and the baton that leads a
marching band.

David changed jackets
ERHZIWXWEXPIEWX½ZIXMQIW
during the show: black
tuxedo and vest with no
shirt, blue sequin jacket, just
the vest alone or completely
bare above the waist except
for his intensely-colored
XEXXSSW8LIQEKRM½GIRXMRO
itself a costume, seamlessly
covered his entire back,
upper arms and front torso.
Only a three-inch strip
down his middle remained
free of color, lending a jackIXPMOIPSSOSRLMW¾IWL

Occasionally, there was the
odor of spilled beer, fried
concession food and some
other sweet, smoky scents
I recognize from bygone
days. Today, I’m more partial
XSE[LMJJSJEGEQT½VI
good sweet Riesling and
basil picked fresh from the
garden.

“Hey, Ed! Come here,” he
said pointing to his glittering
pile of castoff jackets and
vests, “It looks like Elton John
had a skydiving accident!”
And what that man could
do with that microphone

Despite my half century
physique, I had a damn good
time. I waved my hands,
nodded my head to the
beat and sang along. After
each song, feeling a bit like
Thelma or Louise, I shouted,
“Woohoo!”
As recommended, I danced
like nobody was watching.
Nobody was watching. They
were all dancing, too. 
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Announcements

For Rent

# # # # #

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Cars, Trucks, Trailers
2003 CAVALIER LS Automatic, sunroof, alloy wheels.
185,000 miles. Runs Excellent. Body Fair. $1,200 OBO.
518-332-0395

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $50 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
Collectibles
ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

Custom Services
FRAN’S DOLL REPAIR &
RESTORATION: Also buying
& selling antique/vintage
dolls. Call Fran 315-797-4859

For Rent
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT,
Mohawk,NY, $600. For Sale:
Kitchen appliances, $50 each.
518-821-3727

PO Box 121, 6113 State Hwy. 5
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381

classified@leepub.com
Real Estate For Sale

Wanted

Real Estate For Sale

WANTED: Vintage Bear and
Wolf traps. Oneida, Newhouse or Abbey & McLeod on
Pan. Others considered. Call
315-866-6465

EDITOR
Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888
To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

Garage Sales

Wood For Sale

GARAGE SALE: 36 Woodlawn Ave., Ilion. Friday & Saturday, October 16th & 17th,
9am- 3pm. Furniture, baby
clothes, housewares, toys,
collectibles, holiday.

FIREWOOD mixed hardwoods, $60 per face cord.
Delivered. 315-738-9149

Health Care/Products

SEASONED
FIREWOOD:
$65.00 face cord. Delivery
available. 315-982-7489

ORGANIC HERBS & TEAS ~
DIY Supplies for
Soaps,
Salves, Tinctures and Lotions
~ Natural & Local Food Store
~ Dr. Oz recommend products
~ check out Facebook
“Healthy Living Shop at Newport Marketplace” 315-9414230. 7583 Main St., Newport

Heating
HEAT YOUR HOME FOR
LESS:
Vermont
Casting
Stove. Great condition, $900.
Call 315-717-3359

Legal Services
BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

Call Us
Today For
Your
Subscription
To:

Editor
Editor
is our twice
a month
publication.
Advertising
from Small
Business, all the
way to personal
items.

888-596-5329

SEASONED
FIREWOOD:
$65.00 face cord. Delivery
available. 315-982-7489

CLIP & SEND

Recreational Vehicles
& Motor Homes
1995 SAFARI & TITAL RV.
Green & gray, 36’ long, 17,500
lbs., 13,000 miles, 6 cyl. Asking $20,000. Towing pkg kit
estimated at $2,000. Good
condition inside & out. For
appt. call 518-495-7489

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Services Offered
DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

ED ITOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK: Small moves, clean
outs, lawn service, landscaping. 315-982-9302, 315-5422056

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________

Storage

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________

WINTER STORAGE: Best
prices around. Cars and small
boats. Located in Schuyler.
315-794-1802

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
14 words - $4.00

16 words - $4.20

21 words - $4.70

Trucks
2004 SILVERADO 1500,
110,000 miles, 4WD, auto,
7.5’ Fisher Minute Mount
Plow, new tires, brakes,
$4,950 OBO. 315-868-9213

Wanted
ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

15 words - $4.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________

26 words - $5.20

17 words - $4.30

22 words - $4.80

27 words - $5.30

18 words - $4.40

23 words - $4.90

28 words - $5.40

19 words - $4.50

24th word - $5.00

29th word - $5.50

20 words - $4.60

25 words - $5.10

30 words - $5.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date:______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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Harvest from page 33
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History in Your Backyard

In the southwestern corner of Oneida
County in the Town of
$JXVWD\RXZLOO¿QG
the historical marker
for Amos Parker. The
marker, at the intersection of Anderson
Road and
Solsville
Agusta
Road,
reads,
“Amos
Parker
1782-1842
tallest man
in American army;
saved Gen.
Lafayette’s
life. Present at the
surrender
of Cornwallis. Buried
here.”
At a time
when most
American
men averaged approximately
¿YHIRRW
six, a giant of a man
fought for this country’s freedom. Amos
parker fought gallantly
for his new nation and
was with Lafayette
at Yorktown. Amos
Parker purportedly
saved Lafayette’s life in
a close combat engagement.

A 1925 newspaper reported Amos Parker’s
heroics almost as if it
were an action movie.
“General Lafayette
ordered an entrenchment which was protected by palisades to

be taken by storm. To
do this he selected 25
men armed with muskets and axes. On this
charge Amos Parker
marched by Lafayette’s
side. They cleared the
way to the Palisades.
Here Parker struck
two blows at one of the
pickets, but it did not

swerve. Parker who
was the tallest man
in the revolution put
his hand to the top of
the loosened post and
by the strength of his
brawny arm drew it
from its position. He

then pulled down two
more posts. Lafayette
exclaimed, “That will
do my boy.” Lafayette
followed by Parker
passed through the
opening.
Within were the
enemy. Friends were
pressing in from the

rear. The order was not to
shoot until the
command was
given. However,
to save the life of
Lafayette this was
necessary. Parker
did so, thereby
saving the life of
his beloved general. Afterward,
he was tried and
acquitted. He
had crowned the
expedition with
success. In 1824
when Lafayette
the “Nations’
Guest,” was at
Utica the old
soldier called at
his room. Guards
were disposed to
admit him. He
persisted and
obtained entrance. He
R̆HUHGKLVKDQGWR
Gen. Lafayette.
His old commander
did not recognize him
and asked Parker to
relate some incident by which he
might recall him.
Parker related
the incident of
the charge and
they, like Joseph
and Benjamin,
wept upon each
other’s shoulder.”
Unbeknownst
to him, Amos
Parker’s brave
disobedience affected the course
of the Revolutionary War. If
General Lafayette had been
killed during
the raid on the
palisades then
the war could
have gone in a
GL̆HUHQWGLUHFtion. Lafayette made 2
trips back to France for
weapons, ammunition,
soldiers and supplies.
Without these crucial
elements the war could
KDYHUHVXOWHGGL̆HUently.
Parker’s company was
WKH0DQV¿HOG&RP-

pany of the 4th Conn.
Regiment. He was
discharged at West
Point in 1787. Amos
Parker was an active
and devoted Christian.
He had three daughters, Amanda Hand
and Cornelia Parker
of Agusta and Elizabeth Wilcox of Indian
Creek, Ill. His grand
children were Erasmus
Rockwood, Oswego;
Mary Ann Lyan, residence unknown; Rufus
and Henry Rockwood,
all of Volney N.Y.
Parker was supposedly the tallest man
in the army; however,

no one has his accurate height. Although
an exact recording of
Amos Parker’s height
is not available stories
and legends report him
to be nearly 8 feet tall.
Amos Parker is buried
in the South Cemetery
in the southwestern
part of it.
In the Revolutionary
War, one of the biggest
events to shape the
world as we know it, it
is interesting to hear
the larger than life
exploits of a giant of a
man and who is buried
here in our backyard.
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Mother’s recipe

My mother melted the butter on the stove in
the milk with the yeast cake, stirring to dissolve it.
I’m only guessing at the amounts. (As you cook
more, you measure less.) Since we made butter
at home, she may have been more generous with
it than the amount I listed.

¢ n 
By Joe Parzych

Dissolving the yeast in luke-warm milk lets you
know whether or not the yeast is a dud. If the
mixture foams, you know the yeast is good and
the dough will rise well. If you do not make a test,
or proof and the yeast is a dud, and you have a
TERJYPSJ¾EXHSYKLERH]SYQE]FIKMRXSJSEQ
yourself.

HH
1 cube of moist yeast or a packet of quick-acting dry yeast
1 cup of milk
1 pat of butter
XSGYTWSJFVIEH¾SYV
1 egg

7XMVMRXLIIKKERHEHH¾SYV-JXLIHSYKLMW
XSSWXMGO]ELERHJYPSJ¾SYV[MPPGYVIXLEX8SS
stiff dough needs a dollop of milk. But don’t get
carried away; donut dough needs to be on the
dry side.

My mother used to make wonderfully chewy rubber
donuts, with substance; not at all resembling the cake-like
products available commercially.

7TVMROPI¾SYVSREWQSSXLWYVJEGIERHORIEH
the bread with the heel of your palm, turning
and folding it, as you knead. I like to slam bread
dough down, from time to time, to work out the
bubbles of yeast gas and to work off any aggression I might
harbor. It’s good exercise and very therapeutic.

;LIR]SY´ZIWYJ½GMIRXP]LEVVMIHXLIHSYKLERHMXJIIPW
silky, cover it with a cloth and place it in a bowl greased with
olive oil. Place it in a warm place until the dough doubles in
size. By the time you feed the cows, cat, dog, chickens, and
kids, as my mother did, the dough will be ready to punch
down. If your husband strolls in asking what’s for supper,
*PSYVMWR´XNYWX¾SYV*PSYVQMPPWQEOIGEOI¾SYVJVSQWSJX
punch him, too. Slam the dough down with a vengeance a
WTVMRK[LIEXERHFVIEH¾SYVJVSQLEVH[MRXIV[LIEX[LMGL couple of times to get rid of the big bubbles and any feelings
is planted in the fall. Winter wheat contains gluten. Manufacof aggression towards your mate.
XYVIVWQEOIEPPTYVTSWI¾SYVF]FPIRHMRK[MRXIVERHWTVMRK
6SPPXLIHSYKLSYXSRE¾SYVIHGYXXMRKFSEVHERHGYX
[LIEX¾SYVW8LIRXLIVIMW[LSPI[LIEX¾SYV[LMGLQYWX
FIQM\IHLEPJERHLEPJ[MXL[LMXI¾SYVMJ]SYIZIVI\TIGXMX into a donut shape with a donut cutter. You can cut out
to rise even a little bit, so forget about using just plain whole donuts with a water glass if you don’t mind them not having
holes—that way you’ll have dough for jelly donuts. Cover
[LIEX¾SYV)UYEPTVSTSVXMSRWSJ[LIEX¾SYV]IEWXFEOMRK
with a cloth and allow the cut dough segments to rise. Don’t
powder, and gunpowder are needed to make whole wheat
dough rise. If you ever get a notion to use only whole wheat [ERHIVSJJXLI]´PPVMWIJEWXIVXLMWXMQI&]XLIXMQI]SY½RHE
¾SYVPMIHS[R[MXLEHEQTGPSXLSR]SYVJSVILIEHYRXMPXLI kettle and get vegetable oil, or lard, hot enough to deep-fat
fry, spread out some paper towels, and get the cat from unnotion goes away.
derfoot, they’ll be risen enough to fry. Use a wooden spoon
&VIEH¾SYVYWIHF]GSQQIVGMEPFEOIVMIWGSRXEMRWGSRHMXS¾MTSVVIQSZIXLIQ;LIRFVS[RIHSRFSXLWMHIW
tioners and added gluten, resulting in more elastic dough
remove and place on the paper towels. When the grease
which traps yeast gasses, making the dough rise well and
has drained off, you can shake them in a paper bag with
JIIPJVIWL[LIRMX´WE[IIOSVX[SSPH8LIRIEVIWXXLMRKXS
TS[HIVIHWYKEVSVGLI[XLIQTPEMR)MXLIV[E]XLI]EVI
FEOIV]¾S[IVWSPHMRWYTIVQEVOIXWMW±&IXXIVJSV&VIEH²SV HIPIGXEFPI(SR´XJVIXEFSYXXLIJEX*EXMWKSSHRS[8YVRW
±&VIEH1EGLMRI*PSYV²-WYWTIGXQ]QSXLIVYWIHGSQQIVout your brain needs fat to function. Atkins Diet calls for
GMEPFEOIV]¾SYVWMRGIQ]JEXLIV[EWJVMIRHW[MXLEFEOIV]
fatty foods. I love Atkins almost as much as rubber donuts.
owner and the bakery dough and donuts exhibited unrivaled elasticity.
Despite caring for kids, cats, cows and chickens, she still
managed to cook and bake with meager resources, delectable bread and rolls—and those wonderfully chewy donuts. I
suspect the reason for her success in producing the chewy
IJJIGX[EWMRXLIX]TISJ¾SYVWLIYWIH

How to store fresh apples
Apples are a popular fruit that are
grown in different places around the
world. Come autumn, apples can be
WIIR½PPMRKJEVQWXERHWERHWYTIVQEVkets all over North America.
Apples are available year-round, but
many apple lovers insist there’s nothing
better than plucking an apple directly
off the tree in the fall. Apple orchards
and pick-your-own farms are visited
each autumn by apple lovers anxious
for apples’ tart and juicy taste. Many
people pick more apples than they can
eat in a few days, so it pays to learn
how to store apples properly so none
of them go to waste.
Start by picking a variety of apple that
won’t go bad too quickly. Apple growers can make suggestions, but Jonathan,
Rome, Fuji, and Granny Smith varieties
tend to last longer than other varieties.
Choose apples that are free of blemMWLIWSVWSJXWTSXW8LIEHEKIXLEX±SRI
FEHETTPIGERWTSMPXLI[LSPIFYRGL²
bears some truth. Apples give off eth-

ylene gas as they decay, and a rotting
apple can quickly affect nearby apples.
A good place to store apples in the
short-term is in the refrigerator where
it is cool. Put the apples in the crisper drawer. Do not store them with
vegetables, as the apples may cause the
veggies to ripen or rot prematurely. If
you plan on long-term storage, a few
extra steps are necessary. Apples need
to be individually wrapped so they will
not come in contact with other apples.
Newsprint works great; just be sure to
pick the pages that are done in black
ink because colored ink may contain
heavy metals.
Once wrapped, place each apple in a
container padded with more newspaper. Store this container in a cool
place, such as a garage, root cellar or
screened-in porch. Apples can last
a couple of months if stored in this
manner. Keep apples away from potatoes, as potatoes can cause the fruit to
prematurely decay.

Another way to store apples is to turn
them into preserves or apple sauce.
By boiling the apples and sealing them
shut in canning jars, that fresh apple
taste can be enjoyed long after the apples are picked. Consult with a canning
expert about the right way to begin
the process. Fruits are generally canned
using a boiling-water canner. However,
some fruits, like apples, can be canned
with a pressure canner. Because apples
XIRHXSHMWGSPSV[LIRXLI¾IWLQIIXW
the air, use a little lemon juice to prevent this while canning.
8YVRMRKETTPIWMRXSGERHMIHETTPIWEPWS
can help them keep longer. Apples can
be dipped into a sugary coating, caramel or toffee to be enjoyed later on.
Of course, you always can bake apples
into a pie as well, then freeze the pie
for another day.
Autumn would be incomplete without
apples. Get ready for apple season by
developing a storage plan before you
visit the orchard. 
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